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ABSTRACT
The study of sugar cane fiber geotextiles represents a holistic approach to 
interdisciplinary research that includes product development, product testing, industry 
and target market identification, and strategic and financial planning for manufacturing 
and distribution. Based upon satisfactory results of prior research, a field test of soil 
erosion control in a natural environment was designed to determine performance of the 
sugar cane product and commercially available natural fiber geotextiles of wood, 
straw, and coconut fiber. Field test results indicated that the sugar cane mats allowed 
grass from planted seed to germinate and the mats maintained integrity during heavy 
rains. Due to the limited amount of geotextile industry data available, a niche market 
was identified to ascertain market size, usage applications, and product and price 
information. A questioimaire was sent to the 50 state Departments of Transportation 
and responses included: the combined annual usage rate of natural fiber erosion 
control blankets is a minimum of 2.6 million yd^ (2.2 million m^) which is a $2.6 
million contribution to the industry, erosion control products are applied heavily 
during new construction and for channel liners, and concern for the environment has 
popularized the use of organic products. A business plan was developed to determine 
viability for a company to manufacture and distribute sugar cane fiber geotextiles and 
related products. It was determined that a company could be profitable due to the low 
raw material cost of converting agricultural waste to a value-added product.
IX
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CHAPTER 1.0 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Geotextiles date back over 2000 years ago, but it was not until the 1970's that 
the market progressed technically and in fabric consumption. Geotextiles are fabrics 
that come in contact with the soil, rock, or earth and are primarily used in civil 
engineering applications (i.e., asphalt overlay, drainage, erosion control) to improve the 
structural performance of soil. Geotextile materials are usually synthetic polymers 
such as polypropylene, polyethylene, and polyester and can be classified as woven or 
nonwoven. The geotextile market has grown from approximately 1 million yd  ^ (0.84 
million m^) in 1970 to 428 million yd  ^ (357.9 million m )^ in 1996 (l.l).
Geotextiles are used in several applications, one of which is soil erosion 
control. This sector is divided between organic and synthetic materials (55-65% and 
35-45% of the market, respectively) and accounts for approximately 5% of the total 
geotextile market (1.2). In 1996, the erosion control application rate was 37 million 
yd‘ (30.9 m )^ (1.1).
Erosion control products have potential to increase market share due to 
environmental issues. The annual rate of erosion in the United States (U.S.) exceeds
3.3 billion metric tons per year, and estimates indicate up to $13 billion per year is 
spent in the U.S. to combat directly the impacts of erosion and sediment loss (1.3). In 
response to these issues, the Clean Water Act of 1992 requires projects that disturb 
more than five acres of land to obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
1
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2System permit to help identify and quantify release of pollutants into watersheds. This 
means that landfills, surface mines, commercial real estate developments and public 
agencies such as Departments of Transportation (DOTs) are expected to develop 
erosion and sediment control plans or pay federal fines.
Growth in the erosion control market is due to legislation, education, and 
concern about the environment. However, there is concern over the lack of 
information pertaining to cost savings of using geotextiles, lack of sufficient product 
standards, and lack of product knowledge by users. One manufacturer speculates that 
less than 30% of the engineering community is aware of the variety of synthetic 
materials used for erosion control (1.4).
12 Background
A process for production of sugar cane fiber mats based on appropriate fiber 
length and lignin removal and the comparison of the performance properties of these 
mats with other natural fiber geotextiles in a laboratory setting were accomplished in 
prior research (1.5). Fibers from sugar cane rind formed into a nonwoven mat were 
investigated as a biodegradable geotextile for soil erosion control to provide a 
competitive natural fiber product from essentially agricultural waste (1.6, 1.7).
Research objectives included determining the extraction parameters that 
produce fiber bundles from sugar cane rind. It was determined that sugar cane rind in 
a 0.05 N sodium hydroxide solution with mechanical action followed by steam 
explosion yielded fiber bundles appropriate for nonwoven mat formation. The fiber 
bundles that resulted from the chemical and mechanical treatment were subsequently
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3washed to remove excess sodium hydroxide and liberated lignin. Nonwoven blanket 
mats were formed from these bundles by suspension in water, deposition on a screen, 
de-watering, and drying. This blanket form for the use in soil erosion control was 
produced in one yd^ (.84 m^) mats since facilities were not available for continuous 
roll production.
Although there has been some work in the evaluation of the engineering 
properties or characteristics of natural fiber geotextiles, the methods currently used are 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) or American Association of 
Textile Chemists and Colorists standards (AATCC) (1.8, 1.9). Organizations including 
the Erosion Control Technology Council (ECTC) and the International Erosion Control 
Association (lECA) are working on standards. These organizations consult engineers, 
researchers, and manufacturers to assist in establishing industry guidelines for erosion 
control practices. Most research to date has concentrated on the development of 
standardized test methods for synthetic geotextiles considering their prominent usage 
worldwide.
Properties of commercially available natural fiber geotextile mats of wood, 
coconut, and straw were compared with those of the newly developed product from 
sugar cane fibers. Appropriate geotextile requirements of physical compatibility, ease 
of installation, slope protection and stabilization, germination, promotion, and cost 
effectiveness were investigated. ASTM and AATCC test methods were used to 
compare physical, mechanical, hydraulic, and environmental properties of the natural 
fiber geotextiles identified as being necessary for controlling erosion. Characterization
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4of the geotextile mats included weight, density, strength, water resistance, light 
penetration, permittivity, flanunability, and biodegradability of sugar cane nonwoven 
mats and of coconut, straw, and wood fiber commercial mats. A commercial wood 
fiber geotextile served as a benchmark for evaluations because it was assumed that the 
wood mat possessed minimum product specification requirements to control erosion 
and is a commonly used natural fiber geotextile product in Louisiana for soil erosion 
control (1.10).
The methodology was based on standard ASTM and AATCC test methods 
adapted for this research or as a guide in developing appropriate testing procedures.
The opacities of the geotextiles were measured on a Digital Drape Tester with the 
pedestal removed. This adaptation of the Drapemeter has a digital voltmeter 
cormected to photovoltaic cells in the base of the tester that enabled a direct readout of 
the relative amount of light energy incident upon the specimens (1.11).
Laboratory results comparing sugar cane fiber and other natural fiber 
geotextiles are presented in Table 1.1. The sugar cane fiber mat was an entanglement 
of fibers with the lignin content providing a natural adhesive. This material fully 
biodegrades while acting as a mulch after the mat begins to decompose and vegetation 
has started. The coconut geotextile had polypropylene nets on both sides and was 
stitched with polyester thread. The straw fiber mat had a lightweight photodegradable 
polypropylene net on one side and was stitched with cotton thread, and the wood had 
a photodegradable extruded plastic mesh on one side. The nets and mesh are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
described by the manufacturers as being photodegradable, and the strength of the nets 
is reflected in test results presented in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1
Properties of Natural Fiber Geotextiles
PROPERTY; 
TEST METHOD
SUGAR
CANE
(mean)
WOOD
(mean)
COCONUT
(mean)
STRAW
(mean)
weight (g/m^); 
ASTM D 3776
416.01 487.86 247.34 209.75
thickness (mm); 
ASTM D 1777
3.503 6.064 2.328 2.571
strength (N); 
ASTM D 1682
9.4 43.3 (net) 109.2 (nets) 32.1 (net)
water permittivity (s'*); 
ASTM D 4491
0.04 0.105 0.124 0.131
water resistance (%); 
AATCC 42-1989
98.78 115.80 106.79 127.49
biodegradability- 
retained tensile strength 
(%);
AATCC 30-1988
28 82 (net) 58 (nets) 96 (net)
light penetration (%); 
DIGITAL DRAPE 
TESTER
37.8 63.6 50.6 58.5
flammability (sec); 
ASTM D 1230
31.7 23.8 19.2 22.2
Wood mats were denser than the other geotextiles, and the sugar cane mats 
were second highest in weight measurements. The wood mats were significantly 
thicker than the other products. Variation in thickness was high because of the fiber 
unevenness in the mats. The sugar cane fiber mats can be made in a wide range of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6thicknesses depending on the application and the desired physical properties. The 
higher values of load at break for the coconut, wood, and straw were because of the 
net covering on the mats. The strength of the sugar cane fiber mat was attributed 
solely to fiber entanglement.
Density of the geotextile is an important variable affecting water flow rate. All 
products were capable of being measured at the .5-in (12.7-mm) head recommended 
ASTM Method 4491. Neither wood nor straw was able to be tested at higher head 
levels because the water flowed through the mats too quickly to obtain an accurate 
time. The permittivity value was normalized (specific value) to account for weight 
variance of the products. A post-ANOVA test showed that the sugar cane fiber mat 
had a significantly lower flow rate than coconut and straw. The wood geotextile was 
not significantly different from any product.
Resistance to penetration of water was measured. The sugar cane fiber mat 
had significantly higher water resistance than the other products.
The soil burial test determined the susceptibility of textile materials to mildew 
and rot. T-test statistical analyses comparing sample means were conducted to 
determine the differences between the breaking strength of pre- and post- burial 
specimens. Significant differences were found in all products except straw nets. This 
test more appropriately measured the biodegradability of the sugar cane fiber 
specimens but measured the netting alone for the other products.
All products were significantly different in the transtnission of light. Wood 
transmitted the most light and sugar cane fiber mats the least. Although the cane fiber
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7mats were visually similar to the other products, the light penetration was lower and 
the density relatively higher than the wood and straw mats.
Flammability was determined on a 45" angle tester with a specially built 
specimen holder. The time required for the flame to proceed up the specimen, a 
distance of 5 in (127 mm), was recorded. Every wood specimen burned the maximum 
length. Propagation was augmented by the protruding curled wood fibers. Over half 
of the sugar cane fiber, coconut, and straw specimens ignited, had flame propagation, 
and the flame traveled between 1.8-4.75 in (45-121 mm) before self-extinguishing. 
Burning times ranged from 9 to 58 seconds, and often the underside of these 
geotextiles remained unbumed. The sugar cane fiber mats had longer burning times, 
and 70% of the cane fiber specimens self-extinguished prior to burning the stop cord. 
Sugar cane fiber mats burned completely when fibers protruded and enabled the flame 
to spread upward across the surface of the mat.
13 Purpose of the Study
Further research included a field study, a market analysis of the erosion control 
geotextile industry, and a business plan for the production of sugar cane fiber erosion 
control products. The purpose of the field study was to determine product 
performance in a natural environment. The market analysis was used to forecast 
trends regarding the natural fiber geotextile market. The business plan revealed the 
potential opportunities that can be realized from the introduction of sugar cane fiber 
geotextiles. This information was obtained to procure financial investors and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8manufacturer commitments for further research and to justify product introduction into 
the market.
1.4 Objectives
The overall research objectives were:
1. To compare temporary geotextile products for use in soil erosion control by 
measuring vegetative growth among products and slope positions during one growing 
season.
2. To assess the performance provided for the seed bed during the vegetative 
establishment period and slope protection according to LTRC evaluations.
3. To develop a measurement technique to gather data regarding the erosion control 
geotextile market.
4. To estimate market size, identify trends, and describe relationships regarding state 
DOT erosion control practices.
5. To forecast market growth of the geotextile, and specifically erosion control, 
markets.
6. To produce a business plan for the manufacturing and distribution of sugar cane 
fiber geotextiles based upon strategic and financial planning.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2.0 
NATURAL FIBER GEOTEXTILE FIELD TEST
2.1 Introduction
A field test was conducted in summer 1995 in cooperation with the Louisiana 
Transportation Research Center (LTRC) and the Louisiana Department of 
Transportation and Development (LADOTD). This research was an extension of 
experiments that evaluated physical, mechanical, hydraulic, and environmental 
properties of natural fiber geotextiles in a laboratory setting using the wood fiber 
geotextile as a benchmark product (2.1). The field study was a comparison of grass 
propagation and slope protection of approximately 400 yd  ^ (334 m^) of sugar cane 
fiber mats in the experimental stage and commercial rolled erosion control products 
(RECPs) of coconut, straw, and wood.
2.2 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the field test was to design and perform a rigorous program of 
controlled testing that provided realistic physical conditions related to roadside natural 
environment. A primary concern in field testing is to determine the product's 
effectiveness in retaining sediment on the slope and promoting vegetative cover in one 
growing season. Tests are typically conducted at an indoor laboratory using very 
small samples, which do not adequately describe field performance. To address this 
problem, LTRC selected a site with shallow erosion problems on which to conduct the 
study.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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23 Materials
A total of approximately 400 yd  ^ (334 m^) of sugar cane fiber mats and 
geotextiles of coconut, straw, and wood were tested. The wood rolls were 8 ft (2.44 
m) wide; the straw and coconut rolls were 6.5 ft (1.98 m) wide; and the sugar cane 
fiber mats were 3 ft (.91 m) wide. Table 2.1 lists the products and their specifications. 
The test included two additional products that LTRC evaluated: Soil Guard®, a hydro­
mulch, bonded fiber matrix by Weyerhaeuser, and a woven coconut fiber netting.
Table 2.1 
Products and Specifications
Company Product Roll Length Coverage/Roll $ Cost
North American 
Green
C125
coconut
83.5 ft 
(25.45 m)
60 yd  ^
(50.17 m")
1.60/yd'
(1.34/m')
North American 
Green
S150
straw
83.5 ft 
(25.45 m)
60 yd  ^
(50.17 m^)
0.55/yd'
(0.46/m')
American
Excelsior
Curlex Wood 
Blanket
180 ft 
(54.86 m)
80 yd' 
(66.89 m')
0.51/yd'
(0.43/m')
Louisiana State 
University
Sugar Cane 
Fiber
not yet 
available
I yd' 
(0.84 m')
0.34/yd'
(0.29/m')
Soil Guard Bonded fiber 
matrix
(hydro-mulch) 3000 lbs/acre 
(334.02 g/m') 
application 
rate
0.83/yd'
(0.69/m')
RoLanka BioD-Mat 70 
Woven 
coconut mat
166 ft 
(139 m)
122 yd' 
(102 m')
2.00/yd'
(1.67/m')
The cost estimate is of product only; it does not include installation costs. The sugar 
cane fiber cost analysis is detailed in Appendix A.
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2.4 Methods
The test site was located in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, on the Interstate 12/ 
Millerville Road interchange over the east quadrant entrance ramp to 1-12. The slope 
of the site was approximately 30° (1H:2V). Common bermudagrass, a warm-season 
grass, was used because it is a common perennial sod in the southern part of the 
United States. Peak growing season is generally spring to early fall. Significant 
environmental factors that influence growth and development of grass species include: 
shade tolerance, cold tolerance, drought tolerance, heat tolerance, salinity tolerance, 
and tolerance to acidic soils (2.2). Common bermudagrass has a low shade tolerance, 
medium cold tolerance, medium to high drought tolerance, high heat tolerance, high 
salinity tendency, and medium tolerance to acid soils. It has a fairly low maintenance 
requirement and survives on little water and fertilizer. Bermudagrass is a standard 
option for LADOTD as listed in Section 717 Seeding Specifications (2.3).
The research design included a layout of product and plot assignments that 
yielded data appropriate for statistical analyses. It was determined that each product 
and its three replicates would be arranged in a rotating fashion after the initial order of 
the four test products was determined randomly. Each product assignment was staked 
with the appropriate lane number. Figure 2.1 shows the final layout. The site was 
prepared by LADOTD crew members. The existing erosion problem areas were filled 
in with a mixture of soil and river sand soil then compacted and leveled out to an 
appropriate density as specified by Section 203.10 Plastic Soil Blanket description 
(2.4). Analysis by LTRC determined the following gradation and particle size as
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described by LADOTD Specification 407: 1.8% grav. 4, .2% grav. 10, 1.4% sand 40, 
4.9% sand 200, 56.1% silt, 35.6% clay, 18.4% moisture, and 6% organic as described 
by LADOTD Specification 413. The Atterberg limits (LADOTD Specification 428) 
were: liquid limit plastic limit 16, and plasticity index 21. The topsoil and established 
vegetation were removed. The root mass was not totally removed. Fresh common 
bermudagrass, with 8-8-8 fertilizer, was sown at a rate of 30 lb/acre (3.34g/m^).
Manual or supplemental irrigation was not conducted during the testing period.
The project coincided with the mowing season in this location (May through 
September), so a letter was sent to the City-Parish instructing LADOTD not to mow 
until Spring of 1996. The research area was labeled with "Do Not Mow—Erosion 
Test" stakes.
Until the recent formation of the LTRC New Products Evaluation Committee, 
John Oglesby, P.E. former LTRC Engineer Supervisor, was the official evaluator for 
field product testing. Evaluations of products on test sites were based on germination 
growth at the end of a growing season and the absence of product or soil washing 
away. Products were evaluated for basic erosion control usage under no extreme 
conditions and were either accepted or rejected based on the above mentioned factors 
plus the evaluator's own knowledge and past experience with product materials.
Measurements were taken weekly for three months (12 measurements) to 
obtain an acceptable indication of vegetative coverage. To determine grass 
establishment, a 2 ft^  (.61 m^) wooden frame (Figure 2.2) was constructed with twine 
dividing the inside area into 81 cells or sections of size 2.67 in^  (6.7 cm^).
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Measurement was a visual assessment of each cell to determine if vegetative growth 
was visible within the boundaries of each cell. This technique is common to 
researchers in horticulture. Grass growth measurements were initiated four weeks after 
product installation and conducted weekly through the growing season. Each 
lengthwise test section of mats was randomly measured five different times to obtain 
an average measurement per lane. The slope site was divided into five horizontal 
sections to reflect any differences in the slope from top to bottom. Measurements 
were labeled "top," "intermediate A," "middle," "intermediate B," and "bottom."
The products were installed on May 17, 1995, and representatives from North 
American Green and American Excelsior assisted in the installation of their respective 
products. The roll products were installed according to the installation guide of slope 
applications. The blankets were anchored in a trench at the top of the slope, the 
trench was backfilled and compacted after stapling, and the blankets were rolled down 
the slope. The edges of parallel blankets were stapled using 8 in (20.3 cm) staples 
with approximately 2 in (5.1 cm) overlap and 1.2 staples/yd^ (1 staple/m^). The sugar 
cane fiber mats were installed using the same overlap and staple rate. Soil Guard was 
applied the following morning by a certified crew for hydro-mulch applications. The 
hydro-mulch slurry contained seed and fertilizer. The test site received over 4 in (10 
cm) of rain that evening and the following day (2.8). Qimatological data were 
obtained primarily to track precipitation and temperature averages throughout the test 
period and are presented in Table 2.2.
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Table 22  
Baton Rouge Climatologicai Data
Month Average 
High Temp.
Average 
Low Temp.
Average
Relative
Humidity
Total Month 
Precipitation
Greatest 
Precipitation 
in 24 Honrs
May 86.2 °F 
(30.1 °C)
67.6 °F 
(19.8 °C)
81 % 10.82 in 
(27.48 cm)
4.66 in 
(11.84 cm) 
May 18-19
June 89.9 °F 
(32.2 °C)
67.5 °F 
(19.7 °Q
74 % 2.34 in 
(5.94 cm)
1.18 in 
(3.(X) cm) 
June 29-30
July 92.2 °F 
(33.4 °Q
74.1 °F 
(23.4 °Q
78 % 2.36 in 
(5.99 cm)
1.06 in 
(2.69 cm) 
July 1-2
Aug 93.3 °F 
(34.1 °Q
73.8 °F 
(23.2 °C)
72 % 5.34 in 
(13.56 cm)
1.38 in 
(3.51 cm) 
Aug 21-22
Sept 90.9 °F 
(32.7 °C)
66.9 °F 
(19.4 °C)
64 % 2.70 in 
(6.86 cm)
1.15 in 
(2.92 cm) 
Sept 21
The once visible seams and overlap of the sugar cane fiber mats were no 
longer visible after the first rainfall following installation; the cane fiber mats formed a 
solid roll similar to that of other products. The Soil Guard application was not 
successful in its first application because it did not receive the company recommended 
48-hour drying period for curing of the tacking agents. That product was re-applied 
on June 8 under the following conditions for the protection of the installed mats:
1. application near and adjacent to roll products done by hand-held hose
2. overlap not to exceed one foot
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3. hose application completed prior to cannon application
4. re-application supervised by LTRC.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine if there were 
statistical differences among vegetative growth means with a common variance. A 
multiple comparison procedure known as Duncan's New Multiple Range Test was used 
to detect inequalities among the means of the treatment groups. This test is based on 
the error rate for each pairwise comparison, allows a higher rate for pairs of sample 
averages that are further apart when ordered by size, and involves several critical 
differences. The products were evaluated for effectiveness in promoting vegetative 
cover in one growing season.
2.5 Results and Discussion
Field test results indicated that sugar cane fiber mats allowed grass from 
planted seed to germinate, the mats maintained the integrity of a nonwoven mat, and 
the fibers did not wash away during heavy rains. All test products passed in rating by 
LTRCs criteria for germination and slope stabilization.
Tables 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 show vegetative growth by product and position on the 
slope. Table 2.3 includes all variables for the entire test period; Tables 2.4 and 2.5 do 
not contain results for some of the slope positions due to an accidental partial mow of 
the test products on August 16, 1995.
Table 2.3 indicates that the vegetative growth coverage for the wood geotextile 
is not statistically significantly different from Soil Guard, straw and the woven 
coconut products. The sugar cane fiber mat is not significantly different from the
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woven coconut product, and the coconut geotextile is significantly different from all 
products.
Table 2 J  
Vegetative Growth
PRODUCT NUMBER OF 
MEASUREMENTS
MEAN
% COVERAGE
DUNCAN GROUP*
Soil Guard 60 84 A
Straw 240 84 A
Wood 240 81 AB
Woven Coconut 60 78 BC
Sugar Cane 240 74 C
Coconut 240 68 D
Table 2.4 has two measurement positions deleted and indicates that the wood 
geotextile is only significantly different from the coconut product. Straw had the 
highest percent coverage and is significantly different from the woven coconut, sugar 
cane fiber, and coconut products.
Table 2.5 does not include the last two measurement periods and indicates that 
the vegetative coverage of the wood product is not significantly different from the Soil 
Guard, straw or woven coconut geotextiles. The sugar cane fiber geotextile is not 
significantly different from the woven coconut, and the coconut mat is significantly 
different from all products.
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Table 2.4
Vegetative Growth, Positions Intermediate B and Bottom Deleted
PRODUCT NUMBER OF 
MEASUREMENTS
MEAN
% COVERAGE
DUNCAN GROUP'
Straw 144 88 A
Soil Guard 36 86 AB
Wood 144 84 AB
Woven Coconut 36 81 B
Sugar Cane 144 80 B
Coconut 144 73 C
Means with the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level
Table 2.5
Vegetative Growth, Measurement Periods 10-12 Deleted
PRODUCT NUMBER OF 
MEASUREMENTS
MEAN
% COVERAGE
DUNCAN
GROUP
Soil Guard 45 81 A
Straw 180 80 A
Wood 180 78 AB
Woven Coconut 45 74 BC
Sugar Cane 180 69 C
Coconut 180 63 D
A possible reason for sugar cane fiber and coconut geotextiles having slightly 
lower germination measurements than the straw and wood is mat opacity. Low 
sunlight exposure affects bermudagrass growth even to the extent that growth is 
stunted by the grass's own shadow if allowed to grow too high. This shading problem, 
called "light exclusion," results where obstacles to light penetration occur directly on
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the turf. The effects of shading on the turfgrass microenvironment include moderation 
of diurnal and seasonal temperature fluctuations, restricted air movement, and 
increased relative humidity. As reported in an earlier study, the sugar cane and 
coconut fiber mats had lower light penetration in laboratory tests than did the straw 
and wood fiber products (2.1). Although the sugar cane fiber mats were visually 
similar to the other products, weight and thickness (which affect opacity) can be 
altered by amount of fiber per area of mat. Soil Guard's higher growth was probably 
due to the double seeding and fertilizing from the two applications.
Tables 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 show the effect of position across all products. Table
2.6 includes all measurements; Tables 2.7 and 2.8 exclude certain measmes or parts of 
measurements due to the partial mow.
Vegetative growth by slope position for the top, intermediate A, and middle are 
not significantly different as seen in Table 2.6. Intermediate B and bottom growth 
measurements are significantly different from all positions and from each other. Table
2.7 excludes all intermediate B and bottom positions and shows that the remaining 
positions are not significantly different from each other.
Table 2.8 excludes measurement periods 10-12 because the partial mow 
occurred prior to measurement 10. Vegetative growth differences are not statistically 
significant between positions intermediate B and bottom; however, both are 
significantly different from top, intermediate A, and middle positions.
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Table 2.6
Vegetative Growth by Slope Position
POSITION NUMBER OF 
MEASUREMENTS
MEAN
% COVERAGE
DUNCAN GROUP
Top 216 83 A
Intermediate A 216 83 A
Middle 216 79 A
Intermediate B 216 73 B
Bottom 216 68 C
Means with the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level.
Table 2.7
Vegetative Growth by Slope Position, Positions Int. B and Bottom Deleted
POSITION NUMBER OF 
MEASUREMENTS
MEAN
% COVERAGE
DUNCAN GROUP
Top 216 83 A
Intermediate A 216 83 A
Middle 216 79 A
Means with the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level.
Table 2.8
Vegetative Growth by Slope Position, Measurement Periods 10-12 Deleted
POSITION NUMBER OF 
MEASUREMENTS
MEAN
% COVERAGE
DUNCAN GROUP
Top 162 79 A
Intermediate A 162 79 A
Middle 162 75 A
Intermediate B 162 67 B
Bottom 162 63 B
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Lower grass growth on the bottom portion of the slope may be due to drainage 
differences. Water is the most important requirement for turfgrass growth and survival 
(2.9). However, too much water (i.e., seed submersion) can affect bermudagrass 
establishment. After product installation, the test site received over 4 in (10 cm) of 
rain. Wet conditions may have persisted due to the natural runoff of the slope. Also 
the majority of the slope repairs were conducted in the intermediate A and middle 
positions. The addition of the river sand soil may have contributed to better drainage 
in these areas. Growth measurements were consistently lower on slope positions 
intermediate B and bottom throughout the testing period. Standing water and/or wetter 
conditions may have contributed to a lower germination establishment rate.
The sugar cane fiber mats performed as well as the commercial products and 
exhibited grass propagation and slope protection comparable to other products. Sugar 
cane fiber mats were superior in conformation to the slope even after heavy rains. 
Because of the long fiber entanglements, short fiber matting, and the retained lignin 
acting as an adhesive, the sugar cane mats did not need stitching to maintain their 
shape and bulk properties and conformed better to the slope. In the case of the 
commercially stitched mats, related bridging caused undercutting and small channel 
formation, while the synthetic stitching did not biodegrade and interfered with 
mowing. The woven coconut netting shrank after the first rainstorm. After the netting 
dried, there were gaps where the rolls overlapped, and the product was taut and did 
not touch the ground between staples.
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2.6 Conclusions and Implications
This study indicates that there are statistically significant vegetative growth 
differences among products and the location of a product on a slope. The materials 
have different physical properties and it has been observed that germination growth 
varies among products. The commercial wood fiber geotextile was useful as a 
benchmark product in the laboratory experiments. Its performance in the field test 
was also satisfactory and vegetative growth differences from the highest growth 
yielding product fell within the range of experimental error. The sugar cane fiber mat 
had lower growth measurements compared to the wood mat, however, the differences 
may be related to mat opacity. It is possible to manufacture a sugar cane fiber 
geotextile with no netting, good germination promotion, conformation to the slope, 
easy installation, and the opacity characteristics of the wood fiber geotextile at a 
competitive price.
Due to the shrinkage of the coconut netting, there was some soil loss and 
channel formation from the undercutting. It was determined that a nonwoven mat 
provided better slope conformation and possible slope protection. However, protection 
provided for the seed bed during the vegetative establishment period and overall slope 
protection were satisfactory among all products. The most critical characteristic 
appears to be opacity which permits/restricts rain and sunlight penetration. The 
acceptable performance level in fostering the establishment of a suitable vegetative 
cover was determined by an LTRC evaluation. The commercial products tested in this 
study were approved for the Louisiana Qualified Products List (QPL) due to the
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satisfactory vegetative growth on this site. Only products on the QPL can be used for 
state projects. Since natural fiber geotextiles are not selected on the basis of standard 
specifications and guidelines, product and installation costs will continue to be a 
primary factor in determining product usage.
2.7 Recommendations
A continuous process will be developed for sugar cane fiber mat formation.
This nonwoven mat will be available for geotextile applications such as those in which 
wood, straw, and coconut products are currently used. Low manufacturing costs will 
make the sugar cane fiber product price competitive.
A hydro-mulch application using sugar cane bagasse fibers is being 
investigated. This would be useful in applying products to steep slopes and can be 
used in conjunction with blanket products to seal edges or be applied at bottoms of 
slopes as, for example. Soil Guard was successfully applied below and beside the 
RECPs in this study.
The sugar cane fiber mats and hydro-mulch product should be tested at Texas 
Transportation Institute. This testing facility evaluates products in a consistent manner 
and would provide germination promotion and soil loss analyses as compared to other 
products.
There is a need to establish appropriate guidelines to evaluate different natural 
fiber geotextiles. This is necessary to ensure proper product selection for different 
applications.
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CHAPTER 3.0 
NATURAL FIBER GEOTEXTILE MARKET SURVEY
3.1 Introduction
Little information is available on geotextile production volume and 
specifically on the size of the soil erosion control sector of the market. In 1970 the 
United States geotextile market was reported to be less than one million yd^ (0.84 
million m )^ of fabric; in 1996 it was approximately 428 million yd  ^ (357.9 million m^) 
(3.1), with double-digit growth during the 1980's. The market changed in the 
beginning of the I990's due to the economic downturn and an increase in competition 
that resulted in price wars and low profit margins. The market continues to grow at a 
5% rate and will expand with the increased concern for environmental protection and 
structural reinforcement not only in this country, but throughout the world.
3.1.1 Geotextile Products
Geotextiles are fabrics that come in contact with the soil, rock, or earth and are 
primarily used in civil engineering applications to improve the structural performance 
of soil. Geotextile materials are usually synthetic polymers such as polypropylene, 
polyethylene, and polyester and can be classified as woven or nonwoven. The high 
strength and durability characteristics of geotextiles made from synthetics are required 
for many applications. However, in certain applications, natural fiber products can be 
used to greater effect than their synthetic counterparts.
Geotextiles are used for different applications (Table 3.1). The principal end- 
use for geotextiles in the U.S. is separation and stabilization, comprising almost one-
25
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third of geotextile sales. Fabrics are used in the context of separation by keeping two 
dissimilar materials apart that have a tendency to mix under applied loads. Examples 
include fabrics between subgrade and stone base in paved and unpaved roads and 
between old and new asphalt layers. The market share for erosion control in the U.S. 
accounts for only 5% of geotextile end-use.
Table 3.1
Geotextile Market by Application (millions of yd^ (3.1)
Application 1995 1996 1998
Forecast
2001
Forecast
Separation/Stabilization 124 129 152 175
Asphalt Overlay 100 102 III 123
Lining 68 70 102 115
Drainage 55 56 58 62
Reinforcement 20 20 24 34
Erosion Control 24 27 29 33
Silt Fences 23 24 26 29
Total 414 428 502 571
The erosion control market is currently divided into woven and nonwoven 
products. Approximately 60% of products are manufactured from naturally-occurring, 
organic raw materials, with the remaining 40% from synthetic materials. A practical 
increase in the use of natural fiber geotextiles is particularly appropriate where soil 
surfaces need to be stabilized and protected from erosion.
Erosion is controlled by the use of materials and products that reduce the 
impact of rainfall, control runoff, and foster the growth of permanent vegetation.
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Control measures such as vegetation and mulches prevent or reduce erosion directly by 
protecting the soil surface (3.2). Natural fiber geotextiles temporarily protect the soil 
surface until natural vegetation is established to control erosion. The products must 
protect the seed, soil, and fertilizer from the impact of rainfall, provide a mulch, and 
allow the moisture needed to promote seed germination while planing off excess water 
to prevent over-absorption (3.3, 3.4). They will then biodegrade after the vegetation is 
established.
Natural fiber erosion control blankets are currently fabricated from wood, 
straw, and coconut fibers. Research has been conducted comparing these commercial 
products of wood, straw, and coconut erosion control mats to a product currently in 
the experimental stage. This new nonwoven mat made from sugar cane rind fibers 
naturally adheres together without reinforcement nets and/or stitching due to fiber 
entanglement and retained lignin. The sugar cane fiber product was successful in 
slope stabilization and vegetation establishment according to a Louisiana 
Transportation Research Center (LTRC) evaluation (3.5). A benefit of the sugar cane 
fiber geotextile is the low cost conversion of an agricultural waste by-product to a 
useful value-added product.
3.1.2 An Emerging Industry
Current trends in the geotextile industry signal it as an emerging industry. 
Marketing strategist Michael E. Porter has developed techniques for analyzing 
industries and competitors, and for creating and sustaining industry competitive 
advantages (3.6). He defines emerging industries as "newly formed or re-formed
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industries that have been created by technological innovations, shifts in relative cost 
relationships, emergence of new consumer needs, or other economic and sociological 
changes that elevate a new product or service to the level of a potentially viable 
business opportunity" and states an emerging industry is characterized by the lack of 
rules of strategy formulation (3.6).
3.13 The Market Environment
Common characteristics of emerging industries include technological and 
strategic uncertainty. New products are introduced continually into the geotextile 
industry as technology changes, manufacturing efficiency improves, and government 
regulations increase regarding construction and disturbances in the environment.
Lack of information about competitors, product information of prices and 
quantities consumed, and industry conditions results in strategic uncertainty for 
geotextile firms. Some of these data, collected in 1980 and continuing to date, remain 
confidential for use by members of the Erosion Control Technology Council (ECTC). 
Without accurate data reporting, manufacturers, media, and industry organizations 
speculate on total market size, growth rates, and trends. Not only are new entrants to 
this market vulnerable because of this lack of knowledge, but also current 
manufacturers cannot accurately anticipate price structures, production schedules, or 
marketing strategies.
Because current geotextile prices are not determined by the interaction between 
the natural forces of supply and demand and information exchange, a purely 
competitive economic environment is not achieved. The inability to quantify factors
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to determine demand elasticities, analyze effects of substitutes, and forecast price and 
consumption is a market inefficiency in this industry. Other market barriers include: 
proprietary technology, access to distribution channels, access to raw materials and 
other inputs, cost advantages due to experience, and risk (3.6). Many geotextile 
manufacturers are using their strengths to concentrate on niche markets. Competition 
is increasing to the point of a possible "shake out" of smaller firms (3.7). Producers 
of inferior products and those without the financial backing to combat price wars will 
be unable to compete with manufacturers entrenched in their niche markets.
3.1.4 Industry Development Constraints
Customer confusion is evident not only in product awareness but also in the 
lack of knowledge of appropriate product design. Geotextile selection and 
specifications are unique to each application, and engineers are traditionally educated 
based on how materials were used on past projects, not by design.
In addition to this education problem, there is an absence of clear product 
standardization. However, in the past decade, the formation of the International 
Geotextile Society and the ECTC have helped to organize the geotextile profession. 
Committees such as the American Society for Testing and Materials D35 
Geosynthetics and D18 Soil and Rock and the Federal Highway Administration have 
also been formed to write standards and guidelines specifying minimum product 
performance properties.
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3 2  Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a measurement technique to gather 
data regarding the erosion control geotextile market. Data were used to estimate 
market size, identify trends, and describe relationships regarding state Departments of 
Transportation (DOT) erosion control practices. Growth patterns in the erosion control 
and geotextile markets were forecast to the year 2001.
3 J  Methods
A survey was identified as the most appropriate measurement method for 
obtaining consumer information on natural fiber geotextiles used for soil erosion 
control. The initial population of subjects was the fifty state DOTs. The survey was 
developed with assistance from John Oglesby, P.E. former LTRC Engineer Supervisor.
The government sector is representative of a portion of the erosion control 
geotextile users. This initial study was limited to this population for two primary 
reasons. First, this sector has been identified as a potential target market for the sugar 
cane fiber geotextile, and the survey provides an opportunity of introduction or first 
exposure to the sugar cane fiber product. The second reason for surveying the DOTs 
is that significant information can be obtained. Primarily, with the convenience of 
distribution and expected high response rate, information regarding current application 
techniques, product selection, and geographical concerns was obtained.
This study was designed to assess information regarding market size, 
environmental issues, competing products, trends and growth areas to be used for 
geotextile market forecasting and in a product feasibility plan for the market
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introduction of a sugar cane fiber geotextile. The survey questions were grouped into 
four categories: erosion control usage, erosion control products, erosion control 
product selection, and erosion control and you (the consumer). Some questions were 
open-ended so the respondent could provide additional information. Appendix B 
shows how the questions corresponded with research objectives and provided specific 
information.
The survey was sent from the Louisiana Department of Transportation and 
Development (LADOTD) to each state department research head, with names and 
titles provided by LTRC. Because the survey was sponsored by LADOTD, a 100% 
response rate was expected. Copies of the 16-item survey, cover letter and the LTRC 
Research Project Capsule "Production and Evaluation of Sugar Cane Fiber Geotextiles" 
sent to each state in April 1996 are included in Appendixes C-E. Appendix F is a 
copy of the second request letter sent to 16 states. Additional letters of request were 
sent and follow-up telephone calls were made until all 50 surveys were returned. The 
last survey was returned January 1997.
Frequencies of responses were tabulated and open-ended questions were 
investigated for similarities and differences to determine common themes. Results 
were analyzed on a national basis and also segmented by geographical location to 
obtain regional data. Correlation coefficients and regression analysis were used to 
describe relationships among state DOT practices.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
All 50 questionnaires were returned for a 100% response rate. Respondents 
were engineers from traditional transportation areas such as construction, materials, 
research/testing, design, pavement monitoring, drainage, hydraulics, and storm water 
engineers or specialists such as environmental analyst, natural resources section 
specialist, erosion specialist, environmental mitigation specialist, landscape architect, 
vegetative management specialist, agronomist, botanist, waste specialist, and geologist. 
Although each state DOT has representatives responsible for erosion control, 
respondents work in 14 different departments or branches of the department.
3.4.1 Erosion Control Usage
All but two of 50 states currently use roll type, organic based erosion control 
products (i.e., straw, wood shavings, etc.). Florida and Hawaii do not use these types 
of products. Therefore, these two state surveys were retumed with response only to 
this question and the data reflect the remaining 48 respondents as the total.
Erosion control products are used for different applications. Figure 3.1 shows 
the application rates of erosion control products for new construction, slope repair, 
embankments, and channel liners. Almost half the states use a heavy application rate 
of erosion control products in new construction especially those in the Mid-Atlantic, 
West South Central, and West North Central regions. It is notable that California's 
new construction application is very light, yet later the respondent affirmed that 
erosion control issues are automatically addressed on all new construction projects and 
stated specific erosion control specifications are prepared for each project that has soil
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disturbance. Common responses were light to medium application rates for slope 
repair and embankments. The majority of states reported a medium to heavy 
application rate in chaimel liners especially those in the West North Central, East 
South Central, and East North Central regions. Application growth continues from 
government environmental regulations, therefore, it is not surprising that application is 
highest for new construction.
Idaho and Nevada are the only states that do not have specifications for erosion 
control products. Several states are updating their specifications. States having 
specifications included information regarding soil retention coverings, product 
minimum physical property test requirements, vegetation (sodding, sprigging, planting, 
seeding, mulching, landscape plant materials), soil moisture requirements, fertilizer 
operations, soil supplements, construction requirements, protection and 
maintenance/repair, staple specifications, manufacturing certification, packaging, 
method of measurement, and basis of payment. The specifications were often 
designed by teams of people representing design, construction, maintenance, research, 
and landscaping. Information was developed from many guidelines and sources 
including American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials,
Department of Natural Resources, Soil Conservation Services, other states, district 
offices, and past practices.
Half the states have a Qualified Products List (QPL). Idaho, Louisiana, and 
Massachusetts are currently working to establish one. Several states in the East North 
Central, Mountain, and Southern regions do not have QPLs. Illinois, North Dakota,
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South Dakota, Tennessee, and Wyoming do not have QPLs, but all have high usage 
rates for erosion control products in new construction, slope repair, embankments, and 
chaimel liners. Perhaps, due to physical laboratory or site product testing limitations, 
these states rely upon their state's specifications to determine appropriate products for 
government projects. California, for example, does not have a QPL but any product 
meeting specifications developed by their DOT may be used.
Erosion control issues are automatically addressed on all new construction 
projects in 47 states. Issues are often addressed by project through state erosion 
control guidelines, policy, specifications, and environmental regulations. States must 
obtain a permit to help identify and quantify release of pollutants into watersheds.
They must prepare a storm water pollution precaution plan of practices and devices to 
be used when disturbing more than five acres of land as described by the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. Engineers, landscape architects, and 
contractors often develop erosion control plans through design and construction, 
participation in pre-construction and construction meetings, and through 
implementation of site reviews and inspections. Nevada does not automatically 
address erosion control issues on all new construction projects. This state DOT is 
concerned "when a project is near a live stream, pond, or wetland. Due to our 
climate, revegetation is not always feasible." Therefore, specific measures may have 
to be implemented by project in response to environmental restrictions.
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3.4.2 Erosion Control Products
The survey respondents were asked to provide usage rates for product type, 
methodology, and organic blanket material used in erosion control applications. Usage 
rates are shown in Figure 3.2. Common responses to application of synthetic products, 
whether woven or nonwoven, were used seldom to sometimes. Organic products, 
including woven and nonwoven, have a higher usage rate than synthetic products 
indicating DOT usage supports industry findings of natural fiber product usage rates. 
Texas did not rate the different product type categories but indicated all product types 
are used and selected based upon their approved product list. Products falling into the 
“other” category were hydraulically applied organic materials (wood fiber, compost), 
asphalt emulsion over new seed, straw or native hay mulch, and recycled green waste.
Application methods vary by project design and situation and DOT responses 
are shown in Figure 3.3. Emulsified spray-on products are replacing blanket materials 
for some applications and are often used by many states. An additional six states use 
spray-on products but did not rate how often. Roll products are used in 80% of the 
states. Hay bales is the most often used method and the majority of states always use 
silt fences. Other application methods used by respondents include channel liners, 
floating silt fences for in-water use, stone ditch checks, silt traps, basins, synthetic 
roving for ditch liners, hay and/or straw mulch with tackifier (including asphalt), 
seeding/sodding/tracking, temporary slope drains and temporary berms, sediment 
ponds, and pipe slope drains.
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Organic blanket material used in erosion control applications is often made 
from straw, wood, or coconut fibers. DOT responses are shown in Figure 3.4. Straw 
is the most popular material followed by wood. Coconut blankets have a low usage 
rate and are never used by 11 states. Low usage could be attributed to the high cost 
of coconut products. Other products used by state DOTs include jute netting, coir 
“biologs,” straw-coconut fiber blanket with non-oriented, biodegradable net, jute mesh, 
and blown-on mulch (including Soil Guard and Airtrole bonded fiber matrix).
3.43 Erosion Control Product Selection
Product performance specification is considered the most important factor when 
purchasing erosion control products according to 96% of the states. Product price and 
availability are also factors considered by 79% and 65% of the states, respectively.
There are some erosion control products that are intentionally not used 
(Appendix G). Some states indicated that products with nets are problematic and 
cause water to scour underneath the netting, entrap fish when used around stream 
banks, become snagged by vehicles, cause mower damage due to entanglement, and do 
not photodegrade under low light intensity conditions.
Annual usage rates of organic roll products (i.e., straw, wood shavings, etc.) 
are more than 100,000 yd  ^for 23 states. One state uses 75,000 to 99,999 yd ;^ seven 
states use 25,(X)0 to 49,999 yd^; and 12 states have an annual use of 1000 to 24,999 
yd .^ For the five respondents that did not know their annual usage, comments were 
that the information was unknown, not available, or depended upon construction 
demand. This means that the DOT minimum usage rate is 2.6 million yd  ^(2.2 million
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m )^ of organic products alone and represents 7% of the total erosion control market.
Many erosion control blankets have reinforcement nets and/or stitching. The 
respondents were queried regarding their awareness and usage of products that do not 
have reinforcement nets and/or stitching. Eighteen states responded that they were 
familiar with products of this type and gave examples of the following products: 
natural jute matting and geojute, wood fiber product and a locally made blanket from 
kenaf fibers, non-reinforced straw and excelsior blankets, products from Dekowe, 
coconut blanket. Biomat, Conweb, Sedimat, Enkamat Miramat, Soil Guard bonded 
fiber matrix, synthetic blankets, and Bon Terra HP-90. Only six states use one or 
more of these additional products.
Product cost of erosion control blankets varies by raw materials and 
manufacturing details. Table 3.2 lists the average cost/yd^ of erosion control blankets 
as supplied by the respondents.
Table 3.2
State Rates for Erosion Control Blankets (product only)
Cost per yd^ Number of States % of Total
less than $0.50 3 6.3
$0.50 - $0.99 11 22.8
$1.00 - $1.49 14 29.2
$1.50 - $1.99 3 6.3
more than $2.00 1 2.1
information not available 16 33.3
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The cost is for product only; it does not include installation costs. Some states did not 
know cost prices except for installed cost. An additional six states reported installed 
costs at $1.00 - $1.49. The remaining respondents said that costs were unknown.
3.4.4 Erosion Control and You
State agencies face different problems or challenges concerning erosion control 
applications. The respondents were permitted to comment freely regarding these 
issues. Problems were categorized into five common areas: knowledge, cost, 
environment, design, and contractor related issues. Maryland is the only state that 
commented that they had no real problems. Knowledge limitations regarding long 
term erosion control solutions include a lack of product testing, standards, and 
specifications. This lack of knowledge contributes to uninformed contractors and 
inspectors (Appendix H). Cost was a concern as related to product performance 
(Appendix I). As reported earlier, the majority of states rated product performance, 
and not cost, as the primary factor when purchasing erosion control products. Each 
state has environmental limitations for erosion control practices as related to 
topographical and climatological regional differences. Frozen soils, floods/droughts, 
rocky soils, and wind are listed as problematic elements of nature (Appendix J). 
Appropriate selection of erosion control methods, product placement, and timing are 
critical design elements for slope stabilization that are often incorrectly specified in 
project design (Appendix K). Primary concerns for erosion control projects were 
timely applications, current installations, and maintenance (Appendix L). The
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contractor is primarily responsible for each of these functions as well as supplying 
quality workmanship.
As stated earlier, a research project capsule entitled “Production and Evaluation 
of Sugar Cane Fiber Geotextiles” was sent to the fifty state DOTs. Only one state 
(Louisiana) was familiar with the research at Louisiana State University of an erosion 
control blanket made from sugar cane rind fibers. Comments regarding the sugar cane 
fiber geotextile research included recommendations for production of related products 
and concern for material stability in the Rocky Mountain states because of wind being 
a major climatic factor (Appendix M).
Other fiber/materials of regional interest used for erosion control applications 
that are not commercially available were described by nine states: Alaska often uses 
bioengineered approaches including brush mattressing using on-site shrubs such as 
willows, alder, or cotton wood which are laid down in layers and held in place with 
jute twine; California uses rice straw blanket, green waste compost, biosolids compost, 
and agriculture wastes; Idaho uses wood fiber compost; Maine uses wood waste 
compost mulches/filter berms meeting Coalition of Northeastern Governors' 
specifications; Miimesota uses soybean plant residue; Nebraska uses com starch 
netting from American Excelsior, Nevada has specifications for a pine needle mulch in 
the Lake Tahoe Basin; Washington is interested in industrial hemp use in erosion 
control products; and Wisconsin mentioned polyacrylamide (CFM 1000/2000 PAM) a 
polymeric chain of many subunits of acrylamide molecules.
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Respondents added comments concerning issues addressed in the questionnaire. 
Some states specifically compared their success using cost-effective, hydraulically 
applied erosion control blankets to traditional roll blankets. Hydromulches are 
replacing roll products around streams, for embankment stabilization, and because rolls 
create an insulating layer which delays soil temperature increases and seed germination 
(Appendix N). Other states mentioned commitment, good design, good grading, and 
quality workmanship are key for erosion control (Appendix O). Product testing 
limitations are common to state DOTs (Appendix P). However, the erosion control 
industry is coordinating efforts to develop standards and specifications to minimize the 
concerns created by insufficient knowledge.
3.4.5 DOT Analysis
Correlation analyses were conducted to determine relationships among 
questionnaire variables (application method, material type, etc.) to annual usage of 
organic roll products. New variables of state size, population, and annual and per 
capita disbursements of state highway funds were included in the analyses. Per capita 
transportation expenditures were positively correlated with spray-on and nonwoven, 
organic products. The variable channel liner was positively correlated with annual 
use; hay bales and product cost were negatively correlated with annual use. A 
regression model was developed using the correlated variables and the dependent 
variable annual use. A stepwise procedure for the dependent variable annual use was 
conducted and results are presented in Table 3.4. The R-square value for the 
regression model was 0.68.
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Table 3.3
Stepwise Procedure for Dependent Variable Annual Use
Variable Parameter Estimate Prob>F
Intercept 6.24 0.0001
Channel liner 0.44 0.0131
Hay bale -0.62 0.0061
Cost -0.73 0.0138
The following model was applied to three different states having low, medium, and 
high usage rates:
Annual use = 6.24 + 0.44(channel liner) - 0.62(hay bale) - 0.73(cost).
The predicted annual uses were 2.63, 3.77, and 5.12. Aimual use values by 
respondents from Montana, Vermont, and Illinois were 2, 3, and 6, respectively.
Separate regression models were developed using cost and the dependent 
variables annual use, woven organic, and nonwoven organic products to measure the 
responsiveness of consumption to changes in price. Price elasticity of demand is the 
proportional change in the quantity purchased divided by the proportional change in 
price. It was determined that a 1% increase in cost will result in a 1.09% decrease in 
armual use, other factors constant, as an elastic demand relationship. The demand 
curves for organic erosion control products are price inelastic. A I % increase in cost 
will result in 0.17% and 0.65% decreases in woven organic and nonwoven organic 
products, respectively, other factors constant.
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3.4.6 Forecasted Market Trends
Current barriers of obtaining accurate reports by product type of quantities 
consumed, prices, and industry growth rates limited the economic analyses of 
forecasting trends in the geotextile and erosion control markets. Some of these 
data have been collected from 1980 through 1996 but remains confidential for use by 
members of the Erosion Control Technology Council.
Annual productions of geotextile, and specifically erosion control, fabrics in the 
U.S. were obtained. Available data were reported in various articles published in the 
Geotechnical Fabrics Report, the only technical journal that reports industry 
information. Mean rates for U.S. geotextile fabric production and erosion control 
application from 1985 to 1996 were 339 million yd^ (283 million m^) and 21 million 
yd^ (18 million m^), respectively. Armual rates are listed in Table 3.4.
The objective was to describe trends in geotextile and erosion control market 
size using ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression analysis over the independent 
variable time. Market sizes were forecast to the year 2(X)1 using predicted future 
values in the estimated linear trend model. A statistical econometric computer 
evaluation system called SHAZAM was used to anticipate when the market will 
change, to forecast the probable direction of change, and to estimate the magnitude of 
change. Using estimated regression coefficients in the linear model:
Market size = constant + slope*time + error, 
market sizes were forecast to the year 2(X)1 (Figure 3.5).
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Table 3.4
U.S. Geotextile Market Size (millions o f yd^, 1985-1996
Year Total Geotextile Market Erosion Control Application
1985 210 NA
1986 235 13
1987 264 14
1988 297 16
1989 324 17
1990 340 18
1991 357 19
1992 373 19
1993 392 22
1994 431 24
1995 414 35
1996 428 37
1997 Forecast NA NA
1998 Forecast 502 39
1999 Forecast NA NA
2CXX) Forecast NA NA
2(X)1 Forecast 571 44
Descriptive statistics were obtained to determine the significance of the trend 
model. The trend lines are statistically significant and 96% of the variation in the 
geotextile market size and 82% of the erosion control application market are explained 
by the regression models. These models support industry predictions reported in 
Geotechnical Fabrics Report. Statistical t-tests were conducted between the projected 
data from OLS and Geotechnical Fabrics Report, and no significant differences were
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detected at the 0.05 level. The 0.05 statistical parameter reflects a 95% probability 
that a significant difference in data would be detected.
It appears the U.S. geotextile industry, including the erosion control sector, is 
in a growth phase. If current market conditions continue, annual increases for the 
geotextile and erosion control application markets will be 20 million yd^ (17 million 
m )^ and 2 million yd^ (1.7 million m^), respectively.
3.5 Conclusions and Implications
This project provided a small portion of data relative to the total erosion 
control geotextile market size. It is estimated that the erosion control application 
market will be 39 million yd^ (33 million m^) of fabric for 1998 (3.1) and that 3 
million yd  ^ (2.5 million m )^ of fabric will be used by the government sector.
Although this industry is considered to be an emerging one, the cooperation of 
professional and educational organizations in information exchange will assist in its 
growth.
Regulatory agencies demand that environmental concerns are priorities. State 
transportation agencies are becoming more involved regarding erosion and sediment 
control through product testing, writing specifications for erosion control products, 
developing QPLs, and through assigning responsibility of proper practices. Testing 
facilities such as Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) are invaluable to the industry 
considering there are no national standards or specifications. States often refer to 
TTI’s results and use them as guidelines in establishing their own specifications.
Product specifications and QPL category types are becoming more specific by
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application. New York responded that "old specification placed the emphasis on the 
contractor to submit schedules and methods of operations for temporary erosion and 
sediment control applications. The new specification will place the emphasis on the 
state to incorporate a design of these techniques into the contract documents.” 
Maryland, for example, requires the contractor to assign an erosion and sediment 
control manager to each project. Perhaps that is the reason this was the only state that 
commented that they had no real problems or concerns regarding erosion and control 
products.
Erosion control products are applied heavily during new construction and for 
channel liners; moderate application rates are for slope repair and embankments.
Timely applications and correct installations by the contractor are critical for these 
applications and are concerns for state DOTs. "A contractor with good habits, or one 
that frequently makes use of a series of Best Management Practices, will experience 
fewer soil erosion problems (3.8)."
Concem for the environment has popularized the use of organic products. 
Organic products, whether woven or nonwoven, are often used by the majority of the 
states. Erosion control blankets are widely used, however, spray-on mulches are 
receiving interest and can potentially replace some current blanket applications.
Organic blanket materials made of straw are often used. The high usage of straw and 
the low usage of coconut are probably due to cost ($0.45/yd^ and $I.60/yd\ 
respectively). There is variability in product preferences and state reported problems 
with products, application, and geographical concerns. This indicates that standardized
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product specifications and recommended applications will, at best, serve as a guide for 
erosion and sediment control.
3.6 Recommendations
The Federal DOT needs to take a more active role to minimize the duplication 
of state efforts. Individual state testing, agency departmental consistency, and flow of 
information exchange must be coordinated so that states do not feel isolated within 
their geographical boundaries. Accountability for proper erosion and sediment control 
will come from education, certification, and training of DOT employees and 
contractors of DOT projects.
Perhaps regional, not-for-profit, testing facilities that address different 
environmental concerns could be created. TTI represents the South; the other agencies 
could be located in the West, Midwest, and Northeast. Funding could be obtained 
from federal and state transportation budgets represented by each agency.
Manufacturers are willing to donate tested products as an opportunity to be evaluated 
for QPLs.
It is recommended that a survey be developed and sent to members of the 
International Erosion Control Association. This would yield data from a 
manufacturer's perspective and include insight to international trade opportunities, 
environmental and product limitations, and governmental and environmental 
regulations. It may be possible to ascertain what percentage of manufactured products 
are awarded by government contracts to calculate other usage rates if information 
continues to be unavailable.
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CHAPTER 4.0 
XYZ, L.L.C. BUSINESS PLAN
4.1 Introduction
"The initial goal of every business is to survive long enough to see whether or 
not the business is viable (4.1).” However, before a company becomes a reality, it 
must be successful in theory. A business plan is a valuable management tool to set 
goals and objectives for the company’s performance, provide a basis for evaluating and 
controlling the company's performance, and as a conununication tool for potential 
investors.
4 J  Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to produce a business plan for the manufacturing 
and distribution of sugar cane fiber geotextiles. Market conditions and production 
costs were analyzed and strategic and financial plans were developed.
43  Methods
The format of a business plan varies in structure. Outlines were found in 
various marketing textbooks, and examples of business plans were obtained from the 
Louisiana State University (LSU) Louisiana Business and Technology Center (4.2) and 
the Louisiana Partnership for Technology and Irmovation. A typical business plan 
consists of several components including an executive summary describing the type of 
business, mission statement, key persormel, start-up schedule, and funds requested. A 
marketing component includes a description of major marketing objectives and goals, 
products and services, target market, place of business, price information, promotion,
52
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and competition. A management assessment includes descriptions of goals and 
objectives, personnel, organizational structure, insurance, and legal requirements. 
Financial information includes a start-up cost schedule, equity and collateral, current 
loans outstanding, projected cash flow, income statements, balance sheets, and a break­
even analysis. The following plan combines aspects of several formats and is tailored 
to a business entering the erosion control industry.
4.4 Business Plan
XYZ, L.L.C.
P.O. Box 000 
Baton Rouge, LA 00000 
(504) 000-0000
4.4.1 Executive Summary
4.4.1.1 Type of Business
XYZ is a majority female-owned business and Limited Liability Company 
(L.L.C.). This company will manufacture and distribute bulk fibers and related 
products from sugar cane to be used in soil erosion control and other applications.
Sugar cane was studied as a soince for manufacturing products by members of XYZ. 
The members developed fiber separation technology, successfully manufactured and 
tested products, and have a patent pending on one aspect of the processing technique 
of this research.
4.4.1.2 Key Personnel
Mr. A - President and Director of Manufacturing; 25% owner 
Ms. B - Vice-President and Director of Marketing; 25% owner
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Dr. C - Registered Agent and Consultant; 30% owner 
Dr. D - Consultant; 20% owner 
4.4.13 Start-Up Schedule
XYZ has developed the processing and equipment technology necessary to be 
commercialized by fall 1998. Identities of key personnel have been established, the 
processing location is secured, customer interest has been sparked, but funding is 
needed to implement the plans.
4.4.1.4 Funding Needs and Project Timetable
Funding is needed to build: a commercial scale continuous delignification 
reactor for converting bagasse into nonwoven erosion control mats, machinery for roll 
blanket formation, packaging and distribution development, and promotion. The 
amount of start-up capital needed is theoretically equal to the largest cash deficit on 
the cash-flow statement. In practice, it is recommended to increase the number by at 
least 50%. Therefore, a total of $450,000 must be obtained for start-up. Although 
capital expenditures are matched annually, the total must be raised for the purchase of 
all equipment to begin operations.
The company is seeking funding from private or industry investors. The 
company members prefer to have a few private stockholders in order to maintain 
control over the business. However, the members are willing to accept funding from 
industry investors who abide by strict guidelines set forth by the members.
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4.4^ Strategic Planning Process 
4.4.2.1 Situation Analysis
4.4.2.1.1 Present Situation
The geotextile industry is relatively new and dynamic, and usage rates indicate 
that it is a growing industry. The geotextile market size was 428 million yd  ^(358 
million m^ ) in 1996 and is projected to maintain an armual 5% growth rate to be 571 
million yd  ^ (477 million m^) in 2001 (4.3). Erosion control applications have an 
expected higher armual growth rate of 7%; the market size was 27 million yd  ^ (23 
million m^ ) in 1996 and is projected to be 33 million yd^ (28 million m^) in 2001 
(4.3). Tire market is dynamic in the sense that many manufacturers quickly enter the 
market and produce similar, if not identical, products. Manufacturers are constantly 
trying to identify sustainable comparative advantages (SCAs) through better pricing 
and new products and markets. If SCAs are not achieved, then manufacturers exit the 
market as quickly as they entered. Little marketing information including supply and 
demand, products, and pricing is known regarding the erosion control industry, 
therefore, competition often revolves around product price. The United States (U.S.) 
market has many manufacturers of erosion control products, but not all states are 
properly serviced due to the current, high demand schedule of manufacturers. West 
and Midwest states have fluctuating climates, unique geographical conditions, and 
erosive situations; large manufacturers are often involved in addressing these specific 
issues. Other states, particularly in the South, receive less attention and often do not 
have manufacturing representatives in their regions.
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4.4.2.1.2 Product Description
The primary end use for nonwoven blankets made from sugar cane fibers is on 
newly seeded slopes and channels to control erosion until vegetation is established. 
Hydro-mulch is also an erosion control material and is particularly useful for steep 
slopes. Sugar cane fibers packaged in bulk will be used by manufacturers of other 
environmental products, poultry pads, plant basket liners, tree root coverings, particle 
board, and resin wastewater treatments (4.4), to name a few.
4.4.2.1.3 Project Status
Research has demonstrated successful development using a pilot scale batch 
process and application of sugar cane fiber erosion control products. Full scale 
technology will be implemented to realize economies of scale.
4.4.2.1.4 Planning Charge
The objectives will be attained through chemical engineering and marketing 
research. A continuous process for fiber bundle separation from bagasse and related 
materials, the manufacturing of a companion continuous process for formation of 
blanket type production using a wet-laid process, and the packaging of materials 
utilized in a hydro-mulch application will be developed. Distribution and promotion 
of these products and bulk fibers will be established.
4.4.2.1.5 Mission Statement
To fully satisfy the needs of our customers through research, technical consultation, 
customer service, and product performance.
To educate our customers in the area of environmental conservation.
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To manufacture products of the highest quality at competitive market costs.
To provide a value added product from an agricultural residue.
4.4^^ Environmental Analysis
4.4.22.1 Economic
Bagasse is generated in sugar mills located in rural, agriculturally-dependent 
communities. Transportation and collection costs are eliminated since sugar cane is 
already transported to mills for extraction and processing of the cane juice. In current 
processing methods, the sugar cane stalks are cmshed to extract the cane juice, and 
most of the cmshed stalks, or bagasse, are then used for fuel. Excess bagasse is a 
major problem in the cane sugar industry at the end of the sugar processing season. A 
typical mill cmshes an average of 6,000 tons of cane per day. The expelled fibrous 
residue bagasse, as a result of the cmshing operation, amounts to 32% of the daily 
cane intake. An average of 85% of the bagasse is used as an energy source with a 
value of $ 17.00/ton. An average of 15% of the total bagasse produced is in excess of 
sugar mills’ demand and is currently considered waste material. The excess material is 
either allowed to biodegrade on the mill site or is transported to a landfill. XYZ 
proposes to purchase the bagasse at $ 17.00/ton the first year but anticipates the price 
will double annually.
Production of bagasse-derived blankets using all of the excess bagasse at one 
sugar mill would be 30% annual usage of the current market erosion control products. 
XYZ would like to capture 3% (810,000 yd»), 5% (1,400,000 yd^), and 10%
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(3,100,000 yd^) of the erosion control market during the fully-operating years two 
through four, respectively.
4.4J2.2 Political/Ecological
Legislation, federal, state, and local, has been the prime force behind erosion 
and sediment control practices in the U.S. It started in rural areas in the 1930's with 
creation of a federal “erosion control” agency, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s 
Soil Conservation Service (SCS). Emphasis was on saving and protecting soil. Three- 
and-one-half decades later, federal legislation to protect water quality created interest 
in controlling erosion and sediment in urban areas. This agency was renamed the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service in 1995. States and the national govemment 
share responsibility for controlling air and water pollution. The federal presence is 
greatest regarding point sources of water pollution, with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency specifying standards and how to achieve them, time tables, and 
compliance. As focus on the environment continues to grow so do the regulations 
concerning industrial plants and products used within the environment. This same 
concem for the environment also affects the firm.
4.4.22.3 Technological
Two types of technology are currently used commercially: reinforced blankets 
or spray-on bonded fiber matrices. The mat material in reinforced blankets can be 
wood shavings, straw, or coconut fibers and is reinforced by polypropylene netting 
and/or polyester or cotton stitching to provide blanket integrity. The additional 
processing step associated with the use of netting or stitching increases the mat cost
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and causes these products not to be fully biodegradable. Furthermore, netting and 
stitching can trap animals, particularly burrowing ones, and can become entangled in 
mowing equipment and be damaging to established ground cover. The spray-on 
bonded fiber matrix products often consist of wood fiber with guar gum or a similar 
tackifier for adhesion development. Under typical application conditions, the 
commercial hydro-mulch material with a guar gum adhesive needs two dry days for 
the tackifier to set.
4.4 2,2.4 Legal
XYZ was set up as a limited liability company in 1996. The company is 
required to purchase operational licenses and permits. Legal consultations from an 
attorney specializing in business and tax law and other professional services are 
frequent. If the technology patent is approved, the company will obtain licensing 
rights from LSU and may have to pay aimually as much as 10% of net revenues in 
licensing fees. As a limited liability company, XYZ will be taxed for federal and state 
income tax purposes as a partnership. Thus, any income or loss derived from the 
operation of XYZ will be “passed through” to the individual members. In order for 
the company to be terminated, all shareholders must sign and agree to terminate the 
company. Also, it may be terminated in the event of bankruptcy or dissolution of the 
company, or if all shareholders die within a period of thirty days.
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4.4.3 Market Analysis
4.4.3.1 Major Marketing Objectives and Goals
Within its marketing department, XYZ will have one major goal: ensuring that 
its customers are aware of the environmentally-friendly products that are available to 
control erosion successfully in a cost-effective manner. Initially, the company would 
like to service the needs in the state of Louisiana and extend its customer base as 
production allows. XYZ is interested in compiling an information brochure containing 
sections of text regarding product description, specifications, and advantages, and 
application recommendations of these American-made products.
4.4.32 Target Market
XYZ has tlie potential to draw customers nationwide. Their customers are 
private and government-awarded building and highway contractors. From small 
residential developments to major commercial and industrial projects, architects and 
engineers are required to develop effective erosion and sediment control plans.
However, when a plan goes to construction, it is the contractor’s responsibility to 
specify products and oversee workmanship. Contractors may have more influence 
over erosion control than any other party involved in a construction project.
A niche market includes the 50 state Departments of Transportation (DOT).
The research team has worked closely with the Louisiana DOT and continues to field 
test projects throughout the state. Contact has been made with all state DOTs 
regarding the newly developed sugar cane fiber erosion control products. Through a
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research questionnaire, it was determined that combined DOT annual usage rates for 
organic roll products is a minimum of 2.6 million yd^ (2.2 million m )^.
4.4.33 Competition
It is unknown how many national and international firms manufacture erosion 
control products. The Geotechnical Fabrics Report 1997 Specifiers Guide lists 13 
manufacturers of temporary, degradable erosion control products (4.5). Over 100 
exhibitors of erosion control and related products were represented at the International 
Erosion Control Association’s (lECA) aimual conference in February 1997 (4.6). 
Manufacturers of erosion control blankets continue to improve product performance 
and versatility. Companies such as BonTerra America Inc., North American Green, 
and American Excelsior are large, direct competitors of natural fiber erosion control 
products. Large distributors of hydro-mulch matrices are Weyerhaeuser and North 
American Green. Competitors include all other small manufacturers of this product 
classification.
4.4.3 4 Resource Limitations
A critical issue is that blankets produced from sugar cane fibers require special 
processing equipment, economic advantages do not currently exist, and the cane sugar 
industry in not in favor of converting the present processing system to fit the Tilby 
separation process for rind. Therefore, processing using this technology will occur 
initially in one mill. However, the process for direct use of bagasse can be used at all 
sugar mills and has significant potential for the industry.
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4.4.3^ Place of Business
Manufacturing operations will be conducted at Cinclare Sugar Mill in Brusly, 
Louisiana owned by the Harry L. Laws Co., Inc. The space will include a building 
appropriately located near the bagasse pile. XYZ has been conducting research 
operations at this site for several years without incurring rent charges. It is anticipated 
in year two, the first full year of operations, that facility rental charges will be 
assessed. Warehouse expenses are budgeted annually.
All developed processes are mill-compatible and do not require higher pressure 
steam or other utilities than are available. The slight alkalinity of the discharge from 
this process and additional fiber washings is beneficial to the mills and will neutralize 
acidic discharge prior to leaving the mill or left in waste ponds.
Approximately 3% of annual production revenues will be allocated for 
packaging. Distribution will occur by delivering directly to the customers via delivery 
tmcks. Due to the bulkiness of the end product, and distribution potential nationwide, 
freight charges will be high. It is very important that orders reach the customers on 
time and in good condition.
4.4 3.6 Equipment
Capital cost includes a reactor, mat formation system, baling and wrapping 
system, bagasse handling system, and bagasse screening system. A straight-line 
depreciation schedule is used for a five-year service life. Maintenance for equipment 
will be 2% of capital costs for years one and two and 4% in year three.
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4.4.3.7 Products
The sugar cane fiber mats were shown to be comparable to commercial blanket 
products with regard to grass propagation but had two significant advantages. These 
mats do not need to be stitched and are completely biodegradable unlike several 
commercial blankets. The sugar cane fiber mats also have the ability to re-form when 
wet and conform to soil contours. Both properties are related to stmctural integrity 
that results primarily from long fiber entanglement, short fiber matting, and retained 
lignin acting as an adhesive.
Tlie hydro-mulch product does not require a tackifier agent, and therefore, it 
requires a shorter set period of 2-4 hours. Installation of this product is less labor- 
intensive and has a wide application rate including steep slopes.
Bulk sugar cane fibers will be available as a raw material for other end uses. 
Some manufacturers will produce related erosion control products, while others will 
manufacture unrelated products such as poultry pads and basket liners.
4.4 3.8 Price Information
Job orders will be obtained by XYZ through orders and bids. XYZ’s bids 
potentially will fall in the middle of all bids placed. Sugar cane fiber erosion control 
products are most similar in strength, durability, and slope conformation to coconut 
fiber products. However, the retail price would be lower than the coconut. The retail 
price of sugar cane erosion control materials sold directly to the end user will be 
$I.50/yd^ and $0.75/lb for bulk fibers sold to other manufacturers. Current estimated 
retail costs per yd  ^ for commercial blankets are $0.45 for straw, $0.51 for wood
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shavings, and $1.60 for coconut fiber. The favorable cost for sugar cane relative to 
coconut reflects the low raw material cost of using a waste product. Lower gathering 
and transportation costs and fewer processing steps with the omission of nets and 
stitching also contribute to a lower production cost.
Gross profit will not be compromised to obtain higher sales. XYZ will develop 
relationships with the highest-margin customers.
4.4.3 9 Promotion
Initial advertising will focus on product introduction and name recognition 
through trade show attendance, conference participation, trade journal publications, and 
direct mail. Product literature, sample products, and installation brochures will be 
produced and distributed. A web site location will be established on the Internet to 
obtain product exposure. Company members will alternate attendance at trade shows 
beginning the second year. In year three, there will be an emphasis on updating 
company literature and journal advertisements. Advertisements will be placed in trade 
publications such as Geotechnical Fabrics Report and Erosion Control. Company 
members will also participate in local and international organizations including the 
American Sugar Cane League, lECA, and American Society for Testing and Materials, 
and eventually conduct educational seminars providing literature and videos developed 
by the company.
Selling techniques will include cold calls and bidding processes. A sales 
expense for travel has been included in the financial statements.
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4.4.4 Internal Analysis
The members of XYZ are well-trained academically and professionally. 
Combined, the members are knowledgeable in chemical engineering and textile 
processing technology, environmental regulations, product standards and specifications 
for soil erosion and sediment control practices, marketing, management, and 
bookkeeping. They are committed to research and development with a concentration 
on implementation. Processing technology is always designed to be efficient and cost- 
effective. Values, ideologies, and concern for the environment are consistent among 
the group members. The members are willing to contribute in-kind services depending 
on the needs of XYZ.
4.4.5 Management
4.4.5.1 Goals and Objectives
XYZ would like to implement a plan of expansion after one full year of 
operation. Its goals are to increase production capacity and hire additional persoimel. 
Objectives for the first year include hiring nine hourly mill workers for 24-hour/day 
manufacturing and distribution, two full-time, salaried supervisors (working 12-hour 
shifts) and one full-time, salaried maintenance person. Salaried personnel will receive 
a 4% raise year two and a 5% raise year three. Year three objectives include hiring 
three additional employees for mill processing and a part-time maintenance person. 
Customer services that support product research and technical support will be 
maintained.
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4.4.52 Management Personnel
The key positions in the company include the President, Vice-President, 
Registered Agent, and Consultant. The President and Vice-President will be full-time 
management employees. The President and Director of Manufacturing is Mr. A. Mr. 
A has both a strong business and academic research background. He received a B.S. 
in Chemical Engineering from the University of Khartoum in the Sudan. Prior to 
coming to the U.S., he was employed for 12 years by Kenana Sugar Mill in the Sudan 
which at that time was the largest sugar mill in the world. At Kenana Sugar Mill, he 
rose to second in command and was in charge of processing technology. In 1993, he 
received an M.S. in Chemical Engineering with a concentration on sugar cane rind 
processing from Louisiana State University (LSU) under the direction of Dr. D. He 
has been an integral part, and often supervisor, as the primary interface with the 
Cinclare Sugar Mill personnel where most of the recent processing research has been 
conducted. He developed the preliminary continual reactor design and the continuous 
forming line conceptual design and is credited with the effort to assure that the 
research is mill-compatible. Currently, he is a full-time research associate in the 
Audubon Sugar Institute (ASI) of the LSU Agricultural Research Center working on 
bagasse and sugar cane rind conversion technology.
His duties will include:
1. Hiring, scheduling, evaluating, disciplining, and firing mill employees.
2. Monitoring processing equipment to recommend replacements and implement 
upgrades.
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3. Ensuring that all OSHA and EPA regulations are met.
4. Ensuring that job costs are kept low.
5. Ensuring that jobs are completed on time and to the customer’s specifications.
6. Monitoring inventory to assure flow of production.
7. Maintaining safety standards.
8. Monitoring all equipment, chemicals, and other materials.
9. Researching and developing new products and applications.
Ms. B is the Vice-President and Director of Marketing. She was involved in 
research of the sugar cane fiber product development and laboratory and field test 
erosion control evaluations and was the primary interface with the Louisiana 
Transportation Research Center concerning the product characterization and field test 
of erosion control blankets. She received her M.S. on the sugar cane fiber project and 
is a Ph.D. candidate with a minor in Marketing. Her area of research is in marketing 
and distribution of erosion control products from sugar cane rind fibers. Both 
advanced degrees are in Textile Science under the direction of Dr. C. Ms. B received 
a B.S. in Merchandising at the University of Texas. While in graduate school, she and 
three business associates started a multiple outlet retail store. She has nine years of 
retail (department- and specialty-store) buying experience. Her retail responsibilities 
include product development, buying, merchandising, management, customer and 
vendor relations, store layout and design, bookkeeping, and financial planning.
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Her duties will include:
1. Setting sales goals.
2. Ensuring the company has adequate working capital to meet its goals.
3. Ensuring that financial records are accurate and up-to-date.
4. Making sure payment of sales are collected quickly and payment of debt is done 
on a timely basis.
5. Organizing marketing and promotion strategies and public relations efforts.
6. Hiring, training, evaluating, disciplining, and firing sales people.
Drs. C and D are sole members of CC, L.L.C. and will provide technical 
consulting services to XYZ. Drs. C and D are the co-inventors of the pending patent 
application for the directional, partial delignification of fiber processing and 
production. Both were faculty members at Ohio University prior to coming to LSU.
Dr. C is director of the School of Human Ecology and a professor of Textile
Science at LSU. Her B.A. degree is from Tulane University, and she has an M.S.,
Ph.D., and post-doctoral research in Textile Science from the University of Tennessee.
Dr. D is  a professor of Chemical Engineering at LSU and has been a 
department chainnan and graduate school associate dean. He is an adjunct professor 
in ASI and in Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department and an associate 
director of the Institute for Recyclable Materials, all at LSU. His educational 
background is a B.S. in Chemical Engineering from South Dakota School of Mines, an 
M.S. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Illinois, and a Ph.D. in Polymer 
Science and Engineering from Case Western Reserve University. He is a registered
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professional engineer in Louisiana and Ohio and received the 1996 Louisiana 
Engineering Society Technological Development Award for the research on soil 
erosion control mats from sugar cane residues.
4 4.5.3 Insurance
A one-million dollar general liability policy will be obtained. Workers' 
compensation insurance is accounted for in the financial statements.
4.4.6 SWOT Analysis
4.4.6.1 Strengths
1. Tliere is a balance of technical and business knowledge among company members.
2. The erosion control industry is looking for an alternative to expensive, imported 
coconut fiber products.
3. Product introduction was positive and gained interest from all manufacturers and 
end-users who attended the lECA annual meeting in February 1997.
4.4.62 Weaknesses
1. The company is not financially independent for start-up.
2. The technology has not been applied for commercial use as yet.
4.4.6J Opportunities
1. By converting agricultural residues to value-added products, this company has the 
opportunity to enhance the profitability of the U.S. cane sugar industry which 
presently suffers from foreign competition.
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2. The erosion control industry will benefit from the development of a competitive 
and environmentally safe product for protection of newly graded highway slopes and 
landscapes from soil erosion.
3. It is possible to mix other materials including grass seeds and stolons, wild flower 
seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, and soil enhancers with sugar cane fibers for quick, hydro­
mulch applications.
4.4.6 4 Threats
1. Companies will try to manufacture similar products using production process 
imitations of the patent pending technology.
2. Regulations, specifications, and products continue to change, therefore the company 
must remain flexible.
4.4.7 Financial Analyses
4.4.7.1 Financial Information
XYZ will operate on a calendar year and its fiscal year end will be December 
31st. All its year end financial statements will be compiled by a Certified Public 
Accountant. Sales were determined based on armual production rates. It was assumed 
that 50% of aimual production would be sold to direct end users for $1.50/yd^ and 
50% sold to other manufacturers for further modification for $0.75/yd^.
4.4.7.2 Start-up Cost
Costs are involved in the start-up of a business. This is a list of needed items 
(and costs) to begin operating the business. (See Appendix Q)
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4.4.73 Projected Cash Flow
Cash flow is the movement of monies into and out of the business. Money 
flows into the business in the form of cash sales, collection of receivables, loans from 
creditors, etc. It flows out through purchases, expenses, repayment of loans, etc.
Inflow must be adequate to meet operational requirements and allow for expansion, 
profit distribution, and taxes. (See Appendix R)
4.4.7 4 Annual Income Statement
An income statement is commonly referred to as an operating statement or as a 
"Profit and Loss Statement.” It is a summary of the flow of money into and out of the 
business as a result of normal business activity, broken down according to sources of 
revenue and type of cost or expense. (See Appendixes S and T)
4.4.7.5 Break-even Analysis
Break-even sales is the amount of sales required to offset variable and fixed 
costs. Any sales thereafter are realized as profits. (See Appendix U)
4.5 Results and Discussion
Given the current raw material availability and cost structure, market demand 
of erosion control products, and industry growth opportunities, XYZ has the potential 
to become a viable business. It was determined that $396,940 is needed for start-up. 
Break-even sales is $493,968. The company will realize profits of $264,680,
$875,8(X), and $2,560,451 for operating years 2-4, respectively. Advantages of this 
business include the conversion of agricultural waste to a value-added product with 
on-site cooperation from sugar mills that results in a cost-competitive, American-made
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product. Also, indications are that the demand for organic erosion control products is 
inelastic.
4.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The business plan lists goals and objectives for the company and is a useful 
tool in evaluating and controlling the company’s performance. All planning activities 
and financial statements have been identified logically. It is recommended that this 
business plan be utilized in seeking financial investors. However, as the business 
environment and company goals change, the document should reflect these changes. 
Based upon the financial information, the venture has the potential to be successful. 
Financial backing, a quick start-up, consumer willingness for product adoption, and 
continued support from sugar mills make this a viable business opportunity.
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CHAPTER 5.0 
SUMMARY
5.1 Purpose of the Study
The study of sugar cane fiber geotextiles represents a holistic approach to 
interdisciplinary research regarding product development, product testing, industry and 
target market identification, and strategic and financial planning of manufacturing and 
distribution. Traditional industry research and development programs typically 
encompass all these components; however, this research approach is less common in 
an academic setting. The purposes of the study were: to determine product 
performance in a natural environment in the form of a field study; to develop a natural 
fiber geotextile market survey to obtain data regarding industry information, to analyze 
the market, and to forecast market trends; and to assess by the development of a 
business plan the potential viability of a company entering the erosion control market 
by manufacturing and distributing sugar cane fiber geotextiles.
Objectives of the field study were to compare temporary geotextile products for 
use in soil erosion control by measuring vegetative growth among products and slope 
positions during one growing season and to assess the performance provided for the 
seed bed during the vegetative establishment period and slope protection according to 
evaluations by Louisiana Transportation Research Center (LTRC). Objectives of the 
survey included to develop a measurement technique to gather data regarding the 
erosion control geotextile market, to estimate market size, determine market share by 
product material type, identify trends, and describe relationships regarding state
73
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Department of Transportation (DOT) erosion control practices, and to forecast market 
growth of the geotextile, and specifically erosion control, markets. The objective of 
the business plan was to determine the viability for a company to manufacture and 
distribute sugar cane fiber geotextiles and relate products based upon strategic 
marketing and financial planning.
5.2 Final Results
Field test results indicated that sugar cane fiber mats allowed grass from 
planted seed to germinate, the mats maintained the integrity of a nonwoven mat, and 
the fibers did not wash away during heavy rains. All test products passed in rating by 
LTRC's criteria for germination and slope stabilization. Straw had the highest percent 
of vegetative growth and the sugar cane and coconut fiber mats had the least. Growth 
differences may have been affected by mat density and opacity. The top to middle 
slope positions were statistically different from the lower positions. Lower grass 
growth may be due to water drainage differences. The sugar cane fiber mats 
performed as well as the commercial products and exhibited grass propagation and 
slope protection comparable to other products. Sugar cane fiber mats were superior in 
conformation to the slope even after heavy rains. Because of the long fiber 
entanglements, short fiber matting, and the retained lignin acting as an adhesive, the 
sugar cane mats did not need stitching to maintain their shape and bulk properties.
Respondents to the DOT survey answered that all but two out of 50 states 
currently use roll type, organic based erosion control products. The heaviest 
application rates for erosion control products are for new construction and channel
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liners. Organic products and spray-on products are becoming more popular than 
synthetic products for some applications. Product performance is considered the most 
important factor when purchasing erosion control products according to the majority of 
the states. The combined DOT annual usage rate of organic roll products is a 
minimum of 2.6 million yd^ (2.2 million m^) which is an armual contribution of 
approximately $2.6 million to the erosion control industry. State agencies face 
different problems or challenges concerning erosion control applications including 
knowledge limitations, cost concerns, environmental limitations, design problems, and 
contractor related issues. Models using ordinary least squares linear regression were 
used to describe trends in the geotextile and erosion control market size. If current 
market conditions continue, annual increases for the geotextile and erosion control 
application markets will be 20 million yd  ^ (17 million m^) and 2 million yd^ (1.7 
million m^), respectively.
A company manufacturing sugar cane fiber erosion control materials has the 
potential to become a viable business. Current raw material availability and cost 
structure, market demand of erosion control products, and industry growth 
opportunities describe low barriers to market entry.
5.3 Final Conclusions
The field test results indicated that there are statistically significant vegetative 
growth differences among natural fiber erosion control products and the location of a 
product on a slope. It is possible to manufacture a sugar cane fiber erosion control
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product with no netting, good germination promotion, superior slope conformation, 
with easy installation, at a competitive cost.
State transportation agencies are becoming more involved regarding erosion 
and sediment control through product testing, writing specifications for erosion control 
products, developing Qualified Products Lists, and through assigning responsibility of 
proper practices.
A company mterested in manufacturing and distributing sugar cane fiber 
erosion control products can use the business plan in seeking financial investors and 
establishing goals and objectives.
5.4 Final Recommendations for Further Research
A continuous process for sugar cane fiber blankets for erosion control needs to 
be developed. The sugar cane fiber blankets and hydro-mulch product should be 
evaluated at Texas Transportation Institute, an independent testing facility.
It is recommended that committees and organizations working to establish 
appropriate guidelines and specifications for natural fiber erosion control products be 
investigated as to the status of their progress. It is also recommended that a survey be 
developed and sent to members of the Intemational Erosion Control Association. This 
would provide data from manufacturers’ perspectives and include insight to 
intemational trade opportunities, environmental and product limitations, and 
governmental and environmental regulations.
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APPENDIX A
SUGAR CANE FIBER GEOTEXTILE COST ANALYSIS
annual expenses = cost/yd^ 
annual production
Year 2
415.300 =$0.51/yd^ 
810,000
Year 3
455.440 =$0.33/yd^
1.400.000
Year 4
565.457 = $0.18/yd^
3.100.000
Average = $0.34/yd*
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APPENDIX B
SURVEY QUESTIONS' CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
QUESTION OBJECTIVE INFORMATION
I estimate market size identify users
2 estimate market size establish application frequency
3 environmental analysis insight on guidelines and 
regulations of products
4 competitor analysis determine eligibility if bidders 
for jobs
5 estimate market size 
identify trends
determine usage
6 estimate market size 
competitor analysis
usage by product type
7 estimate market size 
competitor analysis
usage by method
8 estimate market size 
competitor analysis
usage by material
9 product feasibility plan product selection criteria
10 product feasibility plan product dissatisfaction
11 forecast growth organic usage by sq yd
12 competitor analysis 
product feasibility plan
product property
13 competitor analysis 
product feasibility
product pricing
14 environmental analysis problems
15 product feasibility product awareness
16 competitor analysis product awareness
81
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APPENDIX C 
EROSION CONTROL DOT SURVEY
RESPONDENT INFORMATION
Name_________________________
Title__________________________
State__________________________
Department/Branch
EROSION CONTROL USAGE
Circle appropriate answer
1. Does your state currently use erosion control products?
a. yes
b. no
If no, do not fill out the rest of the questionnaire but return with only response to 
question 1.
2. For what type(s) of applications do you use erosion control products?
Rate each application 0 - 5  (0=no application, 5=heavy application)
Rating
a. new construction _____
b. slope repair _____
c. embankments _____
d. channel liners______ _____
3. Do you have specifications for erosion control products?
a. yes (if yes, send copy)
b. no
4. Do you have a qualified products list (QPL)?
a. yes (if yes, send copy)
b. no
5. Are erosion control issues automatically addressed on all new construction 
projects?
a. yes how:___________________________________________________________
b. no if no, how are case-by-case decisions m ade?_________________________
82
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EROSION CONTROL PRODUCTS
Answer items 6-8 according to the following scale:
0=never use; 1 =seldom use; 2= sometimes use; 3=often use; 4=always use
6. Product type used in your erosion control applications
 woven, synthetic
 woven, organic
 nonwoven, synthetic
 nonwoven, organic
 other (please describe________________________
7. Methods used in your erosion control applications
 emulsified spray-on mulch
 roll product\blanket
 hay bales
 silt fences
 other (describe__________________________
8. Organic blanket material used in your erosion control applications
 straw
 wood
 coconut
 other (describe________________________________________
EROSION CONTROL PRODUCT SELECTION
Circle appropriate answer
9. Circle all that you consider when purchasing erosion control products
a. price
b. performance specifications
c. availability of product
10. Are there any erosion control products that you intentionally do not use?
a. yes
b. no
If yes, please list product(s) and reason(s) why______________________
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11. What amount of organic roll products (i.e., straw, wood shavings, etc.) do you use 
annually?
a. less than 1000 sq yd
b. 1000 - 24,999 sq yd
c. 25,000 - 49,999 sq yd
d. 50,000 - 74,999 sq yd
e. 75,000 - 99,999 sq yd
f. more than 100,000 sq yd
12. Are you aware of any blankets that do not have reinforcement nets and/or 
stitching?
a. yes
b. no
If yes, do you use them?
a. yes (please describe product__________________________________________)
b. no
13. What is your average cost per sq yd of erosion control blankets?
(product only, do not include installation costs)
a. less than $0.50 per sq yd
b. $0.50 - $0.99 per sq yd
c. $1.00 - $1.49 per sq yd
d. $1.50 - $1.99 per sq yd
e. more than $2.(30 per sq yd
EROSION CONTROL AND YOU
14. As a state agency, what problems do you face concerning erosion control 
applications?
15. Before today, were you aware of the research at Louisiana State University of an 
erosion control blanket made from sugar cane rind fibers?
a. yes
b. no
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16. Are you aware of any other fiber/ materials of regional interest used for erosion 
control applications Üiat are not commercially available?
a. yes
b. no
If yes, please describe_________________________________________________
CONTACT
If possible, please provide a contact person who would be willing and able to provide 
additional information in needed:
Nam e___________________________
T itle____________________________
Phone
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Please remark concerning issues addressed in this questiormaire or any issues 
regarding erosion control.
Please mail or fax completed questionnaire and copies of specifications and QPL 
if applicable to :
Julia Thames 
Louisiana State University 
School of Human Ecology 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
(504) 388-1734 
(504) 388-2697 fax
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COVER LETTER SENT TO STATE DOTs
APPENDIX E 
LTRC PROJECT CAPSULE
APPENDIX F 
SECOND REQUEST LETTER SENT TO STATE DOTs
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
P.O. Box 9 4 2 4 5  
B aton Rouge. Louisiana 7 0 8 0 4 - 9 2 4 5
M. J . -M IK E " FOSTER, JR . 
COVER.NOR
FRANK M. DENTON
s e c r e t a r y
M arch 21 , 1996
TO  W H O M  IT  M AY  C O N C E R N :
T h e  L ouisiana D e p a r tm e n : o r 'T ra n sp o n ar ic n an c  D evelopm en : in con junction  with L ou isiana 
State U n iversity  and th e  L S U  A gricu ltu ral C enter request your p a rtic ip a tio n  and response to the 
fo llow ing qu estio n n aire . P lease  fo rw ard  this questionnaire  to the  ap p ro p ria te  individual m ost 
fam iliar w ith ero sion  co n tro l p ro d u c ts . A lso , please fo rw ard  any re levan t inform ation  not covered 
in the questionnaire .
E nv ironm ental c o n c e rn s , leg is la tio n , and p roduct aw aren ess  h a v e  led  to an increase in the 
erosion conm ol m arket o v e r  th e  last several years. W e are in te res ted  :n obtaining inform ation  
regard ing  -u rre n t a p p lica tio n  te ch n iq u es , p roduct selection , and g eo g rap h ica l concerns o f ero sion  and 
erosion  contro l p ro d u c ts . T h is  in fo rm ation  will be used in d e te rm in in g  erosion  control product 
m.arket size and fo reca stin g  m ark e t and p roduct grow th  rates and trends w ith in  the governm ental 
sector o f  the individual s ta te s  and  nation  as a wnule.
R esults w ill be  p u b lisn e d  in sum m arized  form . R esponding agencies and contact nam es will 
be listed unless om ission  is req u ested . If  you have any questions o r  com m ents you may contact:
H adi Shirazi 
La D O T D
4101 C o u rrie r A venue 
Baton R ouge, LA 70S08 
(504) 767-9149 
(504) 767-9108 fax
Juli-i T ham es 
L oi-.-'iana S tate  U niversity  
S choo l o f  H um an Ecology 
B aton  R o uge, LA 70803 
(5 0 4 ) 388 -1734  
(5 0 4 ) 388 -2697  fax
Please fax o r mail com ple ted  q u estio n n aire  to Julia T ham es by T u e sd ay , A pril 9, 1996. T hank you 
for your partic ipa tion .
Best regards,
L- . 'TKa-t'.,'
Ju lia  L . Tham es
JL T /abn
Atv CQUAL O fP O R T U S rrY  E.M ITOYLR 
A U RUC FREC W ORKI-LACI;
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Research Project
- 93-lG T - LTRC
C a s u i e
Technotogr Transfer Program lone 1995
Production and Evaluation of Sugar Cane 
Fiber Geotextiles
Starting date: 7/01/93
Duratton: 30 Months
Completion date: 12/31/95 
Funding Source: Fh'H'A'Stale
Principal Investigators:
JR. Collier, B.J. Collier,
J.L Thames. <£• MM. Elsunni 
Louisiana State University
LTRC Contacts: 
Administrative:
H’illiam Temple
Assoc. Director, Research
(S0J):67-9!02
Technical:
Hadi Shiraci 
DOTD Research Eng.
(504) 767-9149
Impact
LTRC
Louismnc T^ansportaiion 
Rtitarzh Ctnitr
Spcnsortd jointfy by the 
Louisiana ùepcnmeni of 
Transportation and 
Development and 
Louisiana State Umversity 
4! 01 Courrier Avenue 
Baton Rouge, LA 70606^443
! The mats produced in the sugar cane project 
I can significantly reduce erosion, thereby 
j  converting a n  agricultural waste into a useful 
I product.
t
Objectives
: ■ To develop a process for production o f  
I sugar cane fiber m ats based upon 
appropriate fiber length and lignin 
; removal.
1 ■ To com pare the performance properties o f 
i  these m ats with other natural fiber 
I geotextiles.
I
Description
LTRC is funding a study to investigate using 
fibers from sugar cane rind (using a process 
developed at LSU ) as a biodegradable 
geotextile fo r erosion control. Principal 
investigators are Drs. John and Billie Collier, 
professors a ; LSU. They are a husband and 
wife team ideally suited to this research 
because o f  the ir experience in chemical 
engineering an d  textile industries, 
j respectively.
I Research is being  conducted to develop a 
: process for the  production o f  sugar cane fiber 
' mats and to com pare the performance
properties o f  these mats widi other natural 
fiber geotextiles used to control erosion.
The use o f natural fiber geotextiles is one of 
the few control measures to actually prevent or 
reduce erosion. Natural finer geotextiles 
temporarily protect the soil surface until 
natural vegetation is established. These fibers 
must protect the seed, soil, and fertilizer from 
the impact o f  rain, provide a mulch, and allow 
the moisture needed to promote seed 
germination while draining off excess water.
»
Qeotextiles produced from local materials 
would provide an economical product fo r the 
transportation industry* in addition to an 
economic boost fo r  the sugar cane industry.
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■ June I99S LTRC Project Capsule
In most current sugar cane processing, 
the cane stalks are crushed to extract the 
sugar, and the crushed stalks (or bagasse) 
are used for fuel or m ulch or they are 
discarded. U nlike this traditional 
process, an extraction method is being 
developed to rem ove the fibers from the 
rind o f  the cane stalk w ithout crushing.
Sugar cane fibers are being obtained 
through the patented T ilby separation 
process, w hich splits the cane 
longitudinally, routs out the iruier pith, 
and leaves lengths o f  the outer rind. A 
process o f controlled removal o f  lignin 
and hemicellulose ultim ately results in a 
non-woven fiber mat. The mats can be 
used for soil erosion co n tro l
Implementation  
Potential
This research m ay result in a geotextile 
produced from local materials, which 
would provide an econom ical product for 
the transportation industry in addition to 
an economic boost fo r the sugar cane 
industry A side benefit is the conversion 
o f an agricultural waste by-product to a 
useful product.
Results
A variety o f laboratory tests were 
conducted to describe product properties. 
Appropriate geotextile requirements o f 
physical com patibility, ease o f  
installation, s lope  protection and 
slabilizatioti, germ ination promotion, and 
cost-effectiveness were investigated. 
Specifically, weight, density, strength, 
water resistance, light penetration, 
permittivity, flam m ability, and properties 
o f  coconut, straw , and Excelsior wood 
fiber were determ ined by standard test 
methods.
intermediate in thickness with lower 
strength, light transmission, and w ater 
penetration and better flame resistance in 
comparison to the other products. In 
flammability tests, the sugarcane fiber 
mats burned m ore slowly than the 
commercial products, and 70 percent o f  
the cane specimens self-extinguished 
prior to burning the entire specimen 
length (Figure I).
Flame Resistance
U«*n n Stesnoc
Maîeriat Costs
Cam# W w d  C r» «  Cm »m I
Figure I • Time Jcr flam e to travel up speam en  
c  distance o f  I* . 7 cjîi
Preliminary field test results indicate that 
the sugar cane mats allow grass from 
planted seed to penetrate and that they 
maintain integrity during heavy rains. 
Although the sugar cane mats were 
visually similar to the other products, 
properties o f  weight, thickness, and light 
penetration can be altered by the am ount 
o f  fiber used per square foot o f mat.
Estimated processing costs for producing 
sugar cane erosion control mats are 10 
cents per pound o r 7 cents per square 
y a rd  The LA DOTD currently pays up 
to S U O  per square yard, installed, for 
erosion control mats (Figure 2).
Figure 2
Economic Analysis
Areas o f investigation include competitor 
analysis, market survey, and forecasted 
growth o f  supply and dem and to identi^’ 
organic erosion control geoiextiie market.
Field Evaluation
A field study is being conducted M ay 
through September 1995. The site 
ciurently has shallow erosion problems 
and is located ont Interstate 12 at 
Millerville Rd., Baton Rouge, LA. A 
total o f approximately 400  square yards 
o f  sugar cane fiber. Excelsior wood, 
straw, and coconut geotextile w ill be 
tested. Evaluations will include: number 
o f  days until grass emergence, percent 
grass coverage, measured grass growth, 
density o f  grass coverage, evaluation o f  
erosion, grass root growth, and 
biodegradability o f products and nets.
Wood mats w ere  denser than the other 
geotextiles. Sugar cane mats had a 
higher biodegradability rate and were
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L o u i s i a n a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
S c r o Q l  o f  f i j ^ n o n  ( c o Ij q y
M ay 21, 1996
TO W HOM  IT  m a y  CONCERN:
This is a second request. Enclosed are copies o f  a letter, questionnaire, and research p ro je a  
capsule that w ere sent to your srate. Please fo rw ard  th is  inform ation to the appropriate person 
most fam iliar with erosion control products. T liis  inform ation  is vital for our research project 
and analysis o f the erosion control product m arket. Please contact us if you have any 
problem s.
Please fax o r mail com pleted questionnaire to Ju lia  T ham es by Tuesday, June 11, 1996.
Best regards,
I—  - U  U i ^ v  — »
Julia L. Tham es 
Enclosures
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APPENDIX G
EROSION CONTROL PRODUCTS INTENTIONALLY NOT USED BY STATE 
DOTs
State Product Rationale
AK synthetic products for channel 
liners or rolled matting using 
monofilament matrix (netting)
material does not degrade and can be a hazard when 
used around fish stream banks; netting lifts and 
blows around, essentially becomes a fishnet; do not 
have sufficient light intensity in Alaska to 
photodegrade monofilament nylon
AZ straw blankets do not adequately retard erosion of slopes > 4; 1
CA synthetic 
straw-coconut 
coconut 
wood fiber
cost, material, and performance 
cost and performance 
cost and performance 
performance
CO emulsified asphalt 
fiberglass roving
not environmentally acceptable 
not biodegradable enough
CT open plastic nets and spray-on 
plastic
improper installation wimesscd; snagging by 
vehicles; mower damage
DE wood excelsior blankets not performed well due to chronically poor 
installation and inconsistency in product manufacture
MD straw bales ineffective, costly, and a maintenance problem
MA blankets of wood fiber 
sandwiched with synthetic 
netting
poor performance, easy for water to scour 
underneath netting
MI straw bales as filters not effective, require lots of maintenance, and plug 
up quickly causing water to erode around or 
undermine
MN prefabricated silt fence 
asplialt emulsion tackifier
too light duty 
too messy
NE American Excelsior 
hydromulch
does not bind together
(they are coming out with a 70% wood and 30% 
paper-it should be OK)
NV synthetic, nonwoven our environmental section was displeased with 
performance of an application at a sensitive site
table con'd
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NJ CaCl rather use water for dust control
NY paper mulch—recommend to 
minimize use
poor coverage
OR typically those that do not pass performance 
standards of Texas DOT facilities for I V:2H slopes 
of clay or sand
SD fiberglass roving not environmentally friendly
TN hydromulch we have a lot of problems in the application of this 
product; most applicators will not spray enough of 
the product to get a good coverage
TX those which do not demonstrate acceptable 
performance through formal evaluation program
WI asphalt tackificrs 
poor performers
not envirorunentally safe
WY Fiber mat (similar to "Futerra" 
by Conweb)
poor wind resistance; short life span
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APPENDIX H
KNOWLEDGE LIMITATIONS AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Problem
MA too often erosion control products are used to address a problem rather than as a 
preventative measure; blankets in general are poor performers but have received the most 
marketing; lack of understanding from most designers and manufacturers that erosion 
control methods are temporary and that vegetation must be established for long term 
erosion control
MI MDOTs approach to soil erosion controls in the past has not been high-tech; we have 
general controls to pick from but do not have a lot of experience with newer products; we 
have been working with North American Green and American Excelsior Company; 
MDOT is in process of updating their standard soil erosion plan
NV lack of product testing information; strict water quality requirements of regulatory 
agencies
OR contractor lack of knowledge, inspector lack of knowledge; lack of a “sfrong hammer”
WA need for updated contract specifications; contractor education
WI no national standards on erosion control products
93
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APPENDIX I
COST CONCERNS AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Problem
CA cost-the least expensive blanket costs us $10-15 K per acre, installed; we can provide 
equal or nearly equal protection with seeding and tacked straw for about $ 1500 per acre; 
product testing compares all products against bare soil; our experience is "tacked" straw is 
equal or nearly equal in performance with blankets at 1/10 the cost
ID cost—whether they work or not
KS basically, the same concerns others face: that is, to get adequate erosion control coverage 
in an efficient and cost-effective operation
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APPENDIX J
ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITATIONS AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Problem
AK high cut/fllls in glacial tills, often with frozen silts and permafrost; when frozen soils 
thaw they result in mass failure; we have not found any erosion control products to 
stabilize under those conditions; we use a combination o f engineered surfaces, MSE 
walls, rock buttressing, terracing, to reduce slope angles—we attempt to revegetate as soon 
as possible; rolled matting does not usually help on such soils
AZ lack of topsoil, flood/drought seasonal cycles, highly erosive soils, high salinity, 
conglomerate soils through cuts, high temperatures, very low relative humidities
GA storm water runoff
IN embankment side slopes and drainage ditches are erosion zones of major concern; we also 
need to consider that these installations will be mowed and that any reinforcing nets will 
wrap-up in the mowing equipment if too strong
NH silt fences putting in stakes where there are a lot of rocks; over matting where seeding or 
planting has taken place; types of pins or nails used to hold matting down sometimes do 
not work or hold due to soil types
ND the weather has been our major problem since 1993, ND is in a wet cycle; rainfall events 
and intensities are making it difficult to evaluate the performance of new products
WY wind damage to installed products; wildlife entrapment from erosion nets (i.e., sensitive 
sites);rolled erosion product attachment to rocky soils
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APPENDIX K
DESIGN PROBLEMS AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Problem
IL selection of appropriate mediods
KY controlling erosion until Final Grade is accomplished
ME timely use; site specific vs. generic solutions; in stream technologies
MS erosion control applications must be performed in a timely manner and the products used 
must be capable of preventing siltation in accordance with Department of ^vironmental 
Quality regulations and at the same time not cause environmental problems themselves
MT up front dedication of monies to use the available products
NY the main problem NYS has experienced is in the timing of the placement of the temp, 
seed, erosion control mat, etc.; the sooner the product is in place, the better the chance of 
stabilizing the slope
PA erosion and sedimentation control plans could be improved; construction inspection could 
be improved to recognize problems in the field (often created by inadequate plans) and to 
correct problems on the spot
RI misuse of sedimentation controls as erosion control; use of sedimentation/erosion controls 
in non-effective locations; use of erosion controls to establish limits of disturbance 
regardless of erosion/sedimentation potential
UT using proper erosion control for a given application
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APPENDIX L
CONTRACTOR RELATED ISSUES AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Problem
AL timely application; correct installation
AR insuring the contractor maintains items
CO timing of revegetation; repair of revegetation; correct installation
CT early seeding; weekly inspection and clean out
DE roll type products are labor intensive and the quality of their installation suffers; 
contractors will not staple them properly or “key-in" the roll ends at top of slopes; 
overlapping is generally inadequate; as a result, we see slope face failure under roll type 
blankets
IL proper installation, maintenance
lA correct application by contractor, timely application by contractor
MN getting the job done in a timely manner, getting quality workmanship; too much gossip 
about “other suppliers" “other contractors"
MT proper installation and monitoring
NE timely installation; maintenance of silt fence; indifference by project personnel
NH maintenance problems
NM improperly constructed slopes; specifications not followed
NJ erosion control maintenance
NC we do not like to use erosion control products that have strict application and/or 
installation requirements because it is difficult to get the product installed correctly
ND actual placement of erosion products (construction timing/costs) is progressing at a slow 
rate
OH proper installation of blankets, linings, sodding, hay bales, fabric fence, etc.
OK our main involvement with special erosion control products is with new construction, 
which is subject to competitive bidding; the general contractors tend to sub out the 
erosion control pay items, with the result that sometimes the sub-contractor is not always 
available when needed
RI improper installation; lack of maintenance
SC proper installation; time of application (construction conflicts)
table con'd
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SD having the contractor provide a proper installation and maintain the erosion measures 
during construction
TN making sure manufacturers are selling quality products; making sure contractors are 
installing these products correctly
TX proper installation; timing; organic matter, supplemental watering
UT proper placement of erosion control measures in the field
VA proper installation
WV having the contractor maintain the erosion control plan
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APPENDIX M
LSU RESEARCH COMMENTS AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Comment
CA I have tried to develop an erosion control blanket from another agriculture waste that CA 
shares with Louisiana, namely, rice straw. We found the amount o f product that would 
have to he produced just to pay for the capital investment of the manufacturing 
equipment was more than the market could absorb. I have worked with a couple nmi- 
stitched, non-netted blankets. I found they did not have suriicient tensile strength to 
withstand the rigors of installation. If they are walked on after installation, they puncture 
and tear. 1 also think the market is saturated. Another avenue to explore is the use of 
cane fibers as erosion control material without making it into a blanket. If it could be 
shredded into a hydroseeding fiber or applied as a straw substitute, it would be more cost 
effective to use, and more material could be used. If the cane fiber is long enough to be 
woven into a textile, or if it could be spun into a yam and woven into a blanket (similar 
to jute) it may have market potential. An open weave like jute is not effective-burlap is.
DE 1 suggest you try baling the sugar cane stalks so they can be used like straw mulch fed 
into a straw blower. TTiere are times of the year (May-June) when straw is in short 
supply and cost is very high. Sugar cane may offer a good substitute.
WY Wind is a major climatic factor in the Rocky Mountain states. I would be concerned that 
a sugar cane mat without reinforcement, would be prone to blow-out like non-reinforced 
recycled wood fiber mats. Attachment of rolled erosion products is extremely important 
in our region. We have found even bonded fiber difficult to retain.
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APPENDIX N
ROLL PRODUCT AND HYDROMULCH COMPARISON AS REPORTED BY 
STATE DOTs
State Comment
AK We have had good success with hydraulically applied erosion control blankets, 
specifically Soil Guard by Weyerhaeuser and Briargreen's products (Erobond/ecofiber); 
We are using less and less rolled mattings except for small areas, especially around 
streams. We are applying more bioengineering approaches to get vegetative stabilization 
from woody species, in combination with grass seeding, temporary stabilization/erosion 
control measures. We are careful in using rolled blankets in certain areas because they 
create an insulating mulch layer which delays soil temperature increases, thus delaying 
germination of grass seed.
DE In general, Delaware is moving away from using roll type products except as channel 
liners. We have found that spray-on mulches, especially bonded fiber matrixes, such as 
manufactured by Weyerhaeuser in their "Soil Guard" product, out-performs roll type 
blankets for embankment stabilization and costs considerably less. For flat areas, we are 
sticking with small grain straw mulch which is anchored in place by either mechanical 
crimping or spray-on tackifiers.
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APPENDIX O
IMPLEMENTATION BASICS AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Comment
MA coir products are great but too expensive; synthetic nets, biodegradable or not, create big 
wildlife problems; best methods for erosion control are good design, good grading, 
followed by spray on erosion control with seed and taddfler; product from Weyerhaeuser 
seems promising; overall, most important to design each application on a case by case 
basis; standards don't help when they fail.
PA our experience shows erosion control depends more on people's commitment; technology 
and products usually are not limiting resources on our projects; some contractors do a 
better job, some project managers provide better oversight, and some designers prepare 
better plans; for erosion control, there is no substitute for good work—the best products 
can't help if not used in the right way, in the right place, at the right time.
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APPENDIX P
PRODUCT TESTING LIMITATIONS AS REPORTED BY STATE DOTs
State Comment
MI MDOT has done small scale product testing for various erosion control materials; 
however, we do not have the ability to conduct detailed lab or field testing of products
NE We need head to head testing of products!
NH We may try day lilies as an erosion control study. Has any other state tried day lilies?
TX all hydraulic mulches and roll-type blankets must be pre-qualifled through formal research 
program; "A Practical Guide to the Establishment of Vegetative Cover on Highway 
Rights-of-Way" booklet is used for in-house training
WI We have revamped all of our erosion control specification over the last three years.
SD what has been the performance for the different types of measures for ditch erosion 
(excelsior blanket, etc.)?
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APPENDIX Q 
START-UP COST, XYZ, L.L.C.
Type of Expense Cost Estimate
Inventory $5,090
Equipment $350,000
First Three Months' Rent NA
Lease Deposit NA
Insurance Premiums $233
Telephone Installation/Deposit $200
Gas & Electric Deposit NA
Permit & Licence Fees $ 100
Professional & Legal Fees $400
OflRce Supplies/Printing $500
Initial Marketing/Promotional Pieces $5,000
One Month's Working Capital $31,917
Misc. (No more than 1% of Total) $3.500
Total Start-Up Costs $396,940
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APPENDIX R
PROJECTED CASH FLOW, XYZ, LX.C.
OCT NOV DEC JAN
Month I Month 2 Month 3 Month 4
Sales $0 $0 $0 $0
Beginning Cash Balance S396.940 $0 <$53.223> <$104.496>
Total Cash Available $396,940 $0 <$53.223> <$104.496>
Less Disbursements
Direct Material $5,090 $5,090 $5,090 $0
Direct Labor $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000
Equipment/Depreciation $350,000 $5,833 $5,833 $5,833
Salaries/Panoll Tax $14,667 $14,667 $14,667 $14,667
Rent $0 $0 $0 $1,657
Insurance $233 $233 $233 $233
Advertising $1,250 $2,500 $1,250 $3,500
Maintenance Labor $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000
Travel $1,000 $1,000 $500 $1,000
Maintenance $1,500 $1,000 $1,000 $700
Permits $100 $0 $0 $100
Utilities $200 $150 $150 $200
Packaging $0 $3,500 $3,500 $1,000
Ship/Distribution $0 $0 $0 $0
Warehouse $500 $500 $500 $500
ProfTLegal $400 $300 $200 $200
Office Supply $500 $200 $100 $200
Office Equipment $3,000 $0 $0 $500
Phone $500 $250 $250 $300
Total Disbursements $396,940 $53,223 $51,273 $48,600
Cumulative Cash Flow $0 <$53.223> <$104.496> <$159.096>
Ending Cash Balance $0 <$53.223> <$104.496> <$159.096>
104
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FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL
Month 5 Month 6 Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10
$0 $0 $201.011 $321,618 $160,809 $159,470
<$I59.096> <$209.996> <$275.346> <$150.285> $116.983 $229.592
<$159,096> <$209,996> <$74,335> $171,333 $277,792 $389,062
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$15,000 $15.000 $15.000 $15,000 $15.000 $15,000
$5,833 $5,833 $5,833 $5,833 $5.833 $5,833
$14,667 $14,667 $14,667 $14.667 $14,667 $14,667
$1,667 $1,667 $1,667 $1,667 $1,667 $1,667
$233 $233 $233 $233 $233 $233
$2.500 $1,500 $1.000 $1,000 $500 $1.000
$3,000 $3,000 $3.000 $3,000 $3.000 $3,000
$1,000 $500 $600 $400 $250 $0
$500 $500 $300 $300 $300 $300
$0 $0 $100 $0 $0 $100
$150 $150 $200 $150 $150 $200
$5,000 $2,000 $2,000 $1.000 $500 $2,500
$0 $18,750 $30.000 $10.000 $5.000 $11.250
$500 $500 $500 $500 $500 $500
$200 $400 $300 $100 $100 $100
$100 $100 $50 $50 $100 $0
$250 $250 $300 $300 $300 $200
$300 $300 $200 $150 $100 $100
$50.900 $65.350 $75.950 $54.350 $48.200 $56.650
<$209,996> <$275.346> <$351.296> <$555.931> <$487,184> <$314.206>
<$209,996> <$275,346> <$150,285> $116,983 $229,592 $332,412
table con'd
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AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
Month 11 Month 12 Month 13 Month 14 Month 15
$68,342 $0 $0 $0 $0
$332,412 $356,979 $314,104 $261,839 $210,549
$400,754 $356,979 $314,104 $261,839 $210,549
$0 $0 $5,090 $5,090 $5,090
$15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000
$5,833 $5,833 $5,833 $5,833 $5,833
$14,667 $14,667 $14,667 $14,667 $14,667
$1,667 $1,667 $1,667 $1,667 $1,667
$233 $233 $233 $233 $233
$1,000 $500 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000
$3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000
$0 $625 $0 $625 $0
$300 $300 $1,500 $1,000 $1,000
$0 $0 $100 $0 $0
$150 $150 $200 $150 $150
$1,000 $0 $3,000 $2,000 $2,000
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$500 $500 $500 $500 $500
$100 $100 $200 $200 $500
$50 $50 $0 $50 $50
$200 $200 $200 $200 $100
$75 $50 $75 $75 $75
$43,775 $42,875 $52,265 $51,290 $50,865
<$25.569> $288,535 $550,374 $760,923 $921,107
$356,979 $314,104 $261,839 $210,549 $160,184
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APPENDIX S
ANNUAL INCOME STATEMENT YEAR 1, XYZ, L.L.C.
Fourth QTR
Net Revenues $0
Less Cost of Goods Sold
Production $15,270
Direct Labor $45,000
Maintenance Labor $9.000
Gross Profit Margin <$69.270>
Less Expenses 
Selling Expenses
Advertising $5.000
Travel $2,500
Maintenance $3.500
Permits $100
Depreciation $ 11,666
Equipment $350.000
Insurance $700
Utilities $500
Packaging $7.000
Shipping/Distribution $0
Warehouse Expenses $1,500
Future Facility Rental $0
Total Selling Expenses $382,466
Admin. Expenses
Sales / Mgmt. $24.000
Supervisor Labor $20,000
Professional and Legal $900
Office Supplies $800
Office Equipment $3,000
Telephone $1.000
Total Admin. Expenses $49.700
Total Expenses $432.166
Taxable Income or <Loss> <$501.436>
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APPENDIX T
ANNUAL INCOME STATEMENT, YEAR 2, XYZ, LX.C.
First QTR Second QTR Third QTR Fourth QTR
Net Revenues SO $683,438 $227.812 $0
Less Cost of Goods Sold
Production SO $0 $0 $15.270
Direct Labor $45.000 $45,000 $45,000 $45,000
Maintenance Labor $9.000 $9,000 $9.000 $9.000
Gross Profit Margin <$54.000> $629.438 $173.812 <$69.270>
Less Expenses 
Selling Expenses
Advertising $7.500 $2.500 $2.500 $2.500
Travel $2.500 $1.250 $625 $625
Maintenance $1.700 $900 $900 $3.500
Permits $100 $100 $100 $100
Depreciation $17.500 $17.500 $17.500 $17.500
Insurance $700 $700 $700 $700
Utilities $500 $500 $500 $500
Packaging $14.000 $3.500 $3,500 $7.000
Shipping/Distribution $18.750 $45.000 $11.250 $0
Warehouse Expenses $1.500 $1.500 $1,500 $1.500
Future Facility Rental $5.000 $5,000 $5.000 $5.000
Total Selling Expenses $69,750 $78,450 $44.075 $38.925
Admin. Expenses
Sales / Mgmt $24.000 $24.000 $24.000 $24.000
Supervisor Labor $20.000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000
Professional and Legal $800 $500 $300 $900
Office Supplies $400 $200 $100 $100
Office Equipment $1,000 $900 $600 $500
Telephone $900 $450 $225 $225
Total Admin. Expenses $47.100 $46.050 $45.225 $45.725
Total Expenses $116.850 $124.500 $89.300 $84.650
Taxable Income or <Loss> <$170.850> $504,938 $84.512 <$153.920>
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TOTAL
$911,250
$15.270
$180,000
$36.000
$679,980
$15,000
$5,000
$7,000
$400
$70,000
$2,800
$2,000
$28,000
$75,000
$6,000
$20.000
$231,200
$96,000
$80,000
$2,500
$800
$3,000
$1.800
$184.100
$415.300
$264,680
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APPENDIX ü
ANNUAL INCOME STATEMENT, YEAR 2, 3, 4, XYZ, LX.C.
110
Net Revenues
YEAR 2
$911.250
YEAR 3
$1.575.000
YEAR 4
$3,487.500
TOTAL
$5.973.750
Less Cost of Goods Sold
Production $15.270 $26.320 $58.280 $99.870
Direct Labor $180,000 $180.000 $240.000 $600,000
Maintenance Labor $36.000 $37.440 $63.312 $136.752
Gross Profit Margin $679.980 $1.331.240 $3.125.908 $5.137.128
Less Expenses 
Selling Expenses
Advertising $15.000 $12.000 $15,000 $42.000
Travel $5.000 $7.000 $9.000 $21.000
Maintenance $7.000 $7.000 $14.000 $28.000
Permits $400 $500 $400 $1.300
Depreciation $70.000 $70.000 $70.000 $210.000
Insurance $2.800 $3.200 $3.600 $9.600
Utilities $2.000 $2.500 $3.000 $7.500
Packaging $28.000 $47.000 $104.625 $179.625
Shipping/Distribution $75.000 $90.000 $120.000 $285.000
Warehouse Expenses $6.000 $6.000 $6.000 $18.000
Future Facility Rental $20.000 $20.000 $20.000 $60.000
Total Selling Expenses $231.200 $265.200 $365.625 $862.025
Admin. Expenses
Sales / Mgmt. $96.000 $99.840 $104.832 $300.672
Supcr\isor Labor $80.000 $83.000 $87,000 $250.000
Professional and Legal $2.500 $2.500 $2.500 $7.500
Office Supplies $800 $1.000 $1.000 $2.800
Office Equipment $3.000 $1.500 $1.500 $6.000
Telephone $1.800 $2,400 $3.000 $7,200
Total Admin. Expenses $184.100 $190.240 $199.832 $574.172
Total Expenses $415.300 $455.440 $565.457 $1.436.197
Taxable Income or<Loss> $264.680 $875.800 $2.560.451 $3,700.931
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APPENDIX V 
BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS, XYZ, L.L.C.
Break-Even Sales = $ 493,968.25 *
* 311.200
l-(335370/9II250)
* These figures are based on Year 2 operating statements
1 1 1
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